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Student killed in frat house fire
ATO
fraternity
brothers
sheltered
By Christine F’rankendal
Daily staff writer
The 13 Alpha Tau Omega fraternity brothers who became homeless
after the fire Sunday morning will
stay at the Sigma Nu house for the
rest of the semester.
"They were offered housing in
the dorms," said Sigma Nu Social
Chairman Andy Anderson, "but
thought it would be better to stay
within the Greek system."
The Sigma Nu fraternity house is
located at 155 So. 11th St., one block
from the fire-gutted ATO house.
Anderson said four to five ATO
men moved in Sunday night and the
rest on Monday morning. Most of
them had gone home to their parents’
houses after the fire, he said.
There are 35 men living in the
Sigma Nu house, but Anderson said

Sunday’s blaze caused by smoldering sofa

IS) John Ramos
and Sam Gibino
Daily staff writer
A burning sofa is being blamed
for an early morning fire Sunday at
the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity
house that left one SJSU student dead
and two others injured.
Investigators are still trying to
determine if a burning cigarette

caused the sofa to smolder before
bursting into flames.
the on Southe13resiThe
s o t4heam, fire
fraternity house
dent
11th and San Fernando streets homeless. There were eight members in
the house at the time of the fire.
The dead woman was identified
as Lori Jean Potter, 22, of Burlingame, a business marketing major

and a member of the Delta Gamma
sorority. She was pronounced dead
shortly after arrival at San Jose Hospital at 5:26 a.m., according to Charlie Newman, deputy coroner.
A spokeswoman for the coroner’s
office said she died of "smoke and
fume inhalation."
The injured men were Kevin
Jundt, 24, of Saratoga and Robert

. .(we)thought it
would be better to
stay within the Greek
system.’
Anderson
Andy
Sigma Nu Social
Chairman
there was enough room to accommodate the ATO men.
"There will be some shuffling
around and inconvenience in the beginning," he said, "but we are
looking forward to it, actually. We always got along very well and this will
be a new experience for us. We are
happy to help out."
The rooms in the Sigma Nu house
were built for two people each, but,
because of seniority, certain residents don’t have to share. They will
be the ones to accommodate the ATO
brothers. Anderson, a three-year resident, said he will share his single
room.
Sigma Nu Vice President Mike
Scanlon, who has been living in the
house the longest time, four years,
said he will also share his room.
Anderson said the Sigma Nu
house is the largest fraternity house
on campus structurally and meals
are served in the house. The members have the room to house all the 13
ATO residents for the whole semester
and part of the summer, he said.
The two fraternities will have
chapter meetings Monday and the executives from both chapters will
meet afterwards to discuss the details and payments.
Sigma Nu house members became aware of the tragedy when one
member, Ed Johnson, went to work
at a veterinarian clinic at 4:30 a.m.
and noticed the blaze at the Alpha
Tau Omega house, he said. He woke
continued on back page

Beasley said she was making this
statement because previous media
accounts of the story were inaccurate
and misleading.
Dwayne Graybill, president of
ATO, said that Acampora knocked on
his door to awaken him.
"When I opened the door I saw
nothing but black," Graybill said.
Graybill said he thought Acampora was the first to wake up and
tried to alert the other members of
the house. Graybill said that he had
arrived back at the house around
midnight.
SJSU Public Information Manager Richard Staley said that to the
best of his knowledge there has been
no injuries due to fires at SJSU in recent history.
"We’re going to sit down tomorrow and examine what happened to
make sure it doesn’t happen again,"
Staley said. "Any time the safety and
lives of the students and faculty are
concerned, we have to see what, in
our control, we can do to change it."
Staley said that the fraternity is
private property and the university is
limited in what it can do. He said the
university has not regulated the fraternities since the 1960s.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
commented yesterday on the fire.
"I believe we do need to look at a
fire plan and a higher degree of fire
drill practice," Fulerton said.
"If there had not been an operating smoke alarm it could have been
more serious," she said.
Fullerton said she will write to
the city fire department requesting
them to conduct fire inspections to
ensure that other off-campus facilities are fire safe.
Don Ryan, a past adviser to the
Inter-Fraternity Council, said the
university had offered to inspect the
fraternities and sororities for saftey.
He said ATO had been inspected.
Daily staff writers J. G. Griswold
and Beth Johnson contributed to this
story.

Rosary tonight for Lori Potter
A rosary will be held at
Crosby -Gray Funeral Home in
Burlingame at 7:30 p.m. tonight
for Lori Jean Potter. The family
requests that flower donations be
made at that time. A funeral mass
will be held Wednesday at 10 a.m.
at Our Lady of Angel Church in
Burlingame.
Potter was born in San Francisco on June 26, 1962. She was a

Patrick Fredrickson

Alpha Tau Omega house was gutted by a fire
Sunday morning. Two ATO members jumped

Daily staff photographer

to safety from the east ledge (right), One
SJSU student, Lori Potter, died in the blaze.

Anthropology members protest bond sales
By J. G. Griswold
Daily staff writer
Anthropology Department faculty and staff members have decided
not to participate in the California
State University drive to sell U.S.
Savings Bonds in protest of the Reagan Adminstration’s "irresponsible"
actions.
"The purchase of United States
Savings Bonds at this time would
serve as an endorsement of the government’s irresponsible policy toward fiscal management, particularly in the context of an excessive
and dangerous weapons’ escalation,"
stated the memo signed by nine Anthropology faculty and staff memhers. "Perhaps worst of all, the current administration continues to
militarization,
further
advocate
while at the same time severely cutprograms.
. . includting back social
ing aid to higher education."
The Feb. 26 memo was addressed

Mercado, 21, of San Jose. Jundt was
treated and released from Kaiser
Permanente Hospital in Santa Clara
for treatment of second-degree burns
to his hand and foot and for smoke inhalation. Mercado was treated and
released for smoke inhalation at San
Jose Hospital.
"I’ve been here for 24 years and!
can’t recall anything like this," said
Capt. Gerry Hubbard of the San Jose
Fire Department.
Hubbard said damage to the fraternity house is estimated at 960,000.
"There were three persons
trapped on the top floor two male
members of the fraternity and Lori
Potter," Hubbard said. The two men
jumped from a window overlooking a
porch ledge on the east side of the
house. Hubbard said the men were
apparently unable to convince Potter
to jump.
Hubbard said she was seen at the
window and apparently went back
into the room looking for another
exit.
Two members of the fraternity
tried to pick up the couch in the living
room and when they did, it burst into
flames, he said.
Hubbard’s accounts differ from
those of a student who was in the
house.
Christy Beasley, who also was in
an upstairs room with fraternity
member Steve Acampora and an unidentified resident, said that she
heard the smoke alarm and "had a
bad taste in her mouth." Beasley said
she realized that something was on
fire downstairs.
Beasley said she woke up Acampora and they went downstairs, finding a sofa near the front door on fire,
She said that she tried to wake up the
other people in the house while
Acampora went over to the sofa.
Beasley said Acampora attempted to pick up the sofa but realized that it wouldn’t fit through the
door. She said by then, "the smoke
from the fire was everywhere."
Beasley said flames had spread to
the wall near the door and adjacent to
the staircase.

to Theodore. M. Norton, associate
dean of Social Sciences, after Norton
asked the department to choose
someone to act as a bond salesman.
The memo was signed by Robert
Jurmain, Lynn Kilgore, Nadine Willey, Thomas N. Layton, Devayani
Smith, James M. Freeman, Barbara
Joans, Charles Darrah and Alan Leventhal.
"This is the first time that the
CSU is involved in an organized campaign to sell savings bonds," said Edmond Macias, CSU assistant vice
chancellor for Business Affairs.
In December President Reagan
appointed CSU Chancellor W. Ann
Reynolds as the national chair representing higher education on the
1985 U.S. Savings Bonds Committee,
Reynolds asked each CSU campus to give strong support to the campaign, according to a Feb. 6 memo
sent by Connie E. Sauer, coordinator
of the SJSU savings bond campaign.

In her memo Sauer asked all
school deans to send her a list of those
who wanted to serve as bond
salesmen. She encouraged the deans
to find enough salesmen for roughly
every 20 people.
The drive will begin this week
with brochures being mailed to all
SJSU employees. Salesmen will
begin making contacts next week.
"We, as a group, therefore actively choose not to participate in the
marketing of savings bonds," the
memo stated. "There are clearly better ways to reduce the federal deficit
and, I might add, more attractive investments for us as individuals."
"We read the memo individually," Leventhal said. "Basically, the
perspective that is taken is contrary
to our philosophy. There are better
directions that can be offered from
our leadership in this country in
terms of fiscal responsibility, and we
don’t think this is a way of demon-

graduate of Mills High School in
Burlingame. She became a member of Delta Gamma sorority in
spring 1981.
She is survived by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Homer F. Pot ter, and two brothers also from
Burlingame. Monetary donations
in Potter’s name can be made to
the Leukemia Society of America,
323 Geary Street, San Francisco.

University unites
to help out ATO
By Christine Frankendai
Daily staff writer
Alpha Tau Omega President
Dwayne Graybill said university officials have been helpful in aiding the
fraternity after the fire Sunday
morning that destroyed the ATO residence.
About 9 a.m. Sunday, five hours
after the fire, breakfast was served
in the Dining Commons to the fraternity brothers, alumni and Delta
Gamma sorority members.
"They wanted us to get away
from the scene and get us something
to eat," Graybill said.

strafing fiscal repsonsibiliiy "
Leventhal said he doesn’t believe
his decision not to participate in the
drive is anti -patriotic.
"If it’s the well-being of the noun try which means that you are patriotic, than I am a very patriotic indi.
vidual," he said. "I don’t think our
current administration is in the interest of the well-being of the American
people by virtue of its fiscal irresponsibility."
Sauer said she doesn’t believe the
memo will affect the drive to sell
bonds.
"There really hasn’t been any
other real problems with the campaign as far as I know," Sauer said.

Afterwards all members who had
been in the house during the fire went
through a physical check-up at the
Health Center and met with school
counselors to talk about the different
psychological phases the members
might go through. Graybill said he
was told to "take it easy" for a few
days and that notes were written to
teachers explaining the situation.

The savings bonds offer employ ees some benefits, including deferring income tax paid on the amount
spent for bonds, Sauer said. She
added that the average annual return
is about 10 percent .

Kathleen Wall, director of Counseling Services, said when there is a
sudden and unexpected trauma,
there is a psychological effect on people. She said every person reacts differently and it can take a while be-

fore the effects will show on the
people involved.
"It will take me a couple of days
before I can sit down and read a
chapter," said Graybill, a Business
major. "But I plan to graduate in
May and have to force myself to continue."
He said about half of what he had
in his room was consumed or melted
by the fire. Everything that he kept in
folders was destroyed and his textbooks were black, but the pages readable.
In some rooms all the clothes
were burned up, while in other rooms
clothes were mainly affected by the
smoke, Graybill said. The clothes
that survived the fire were taken to
the dry cleaner’s yesterday, he said.
The downstairs of the ATO house
was completely destroyed. He added
that ATO members who did not live
in the house had kept textbooks by
the mailing box areas, which all
burned
Graybill mentioned that more
than 8800 had been spent on remodeling the house at the beginning of the
continued on hack page
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Seat belt law will help save lives
No one in my family ever bothered to disconnect the
annoying buzzer that relentlessly warns me to fasten my
safety belt.
When I drove the 1972 Ford Pinto in high school, my
friends complained about wearing the seat belt and chose
to fasten it behind them to avoid the buzzer.
I could have killed them.
Today the buzzer still won’t go off until I buckle up.
Even though it may be a pain to listen to the buzz, it is
worth buckling up to avoid the pain of an automobile accident.
New York is on the right track. The state implemented a mandatory seat belt law in July. New Yorkers
who are caught without wearing a safety belt are fined
850. Too many horror stories have been told about people
who have died because they did not fasten their safety

Mariann
Hansen
belts. Just by taking 10 seconds to strap themselves in,
they could have avoided serious injury or even death.
A car salesman I know took two customers out for a
test drive and asked them to fasten the shoulder and seat
straps. The man driving said he didn’t need it and when
he made a quick turn which sent the car over a hill, he
was flung from the car. The other customer and the car
salesman were saved by the safety belts. The driver died.
Discover magazine reported that only 10 percent of
those who have safety belts in their cars actually wear
them. It also noted that auto deaths could be cut in half if
everyone wore seat belts.
An article about combating highway deaths appeared

in November’s Consumer Reports. It stated that seven
Canadian provinces have mandatory seat belt laws.
Consumer Reports referred to the National Highway
Traffic Administration’s report that noted seat belt usage
increased from 21 percent to 61 percent with the passage
of the law.
However, NHTSA also reported that deaths went
down between 3.5 and 24 percent in different areas. Consumer Reports said the fall in auto deaths in Canada is insignificant because those who are more inclined to get in
accidents don’t obey the seat belt law. While any cut in the
highway death rate is worth noting, either more people
have to be encouraged to wear seat belts or air bags will
be installed in all automobiles manufactured.
In July, Transportation Secretary Elizabeth Dole announced the federal ruling requiring states making up
two-thirds of the United States’ population to enact mandatory seat belt laws with fines for front-seat passengers.
Otherwise, in five years, all cars manufactured must contain automatic protection, such as air bags that inflate on
impact or harnesses which passengers must step into before closing the car door.
While air bags would saves the lives of those foolish
enough to drive without wearing safety belts, mandatory
seat belt laws are needed now to remind drivers to buckle
up. Air bags would save tomorrow’s lives but seat belt
laws will reduce deaths in today’s automobiles.
U.S. News and World Report said experts claim 2,000
to 4,500 lives could be saved each year if states with twothirds the population enacted mandatory seat belt laws.
The latest invention to get drivers and passengers to
buckle up is to make seat belts attach to the car door so
you have to step into them in order to sit in the car. However, they are cumbersome and also detachable, making
it easy for people not to wear them.
Every state except Alaska, Texas, Louisiana and
Wyoming have child safety seat laws. Parents go to great
lengths to strap their children in child safety car seats,
why can’t all of us go that extra step and fasten our own
seat belts?
Some of us may believe that we are the best drivers,
but what about the other drivers on the road?
It is impossible to believe that everyone will buckle
up, but we can each start with ourselves and take the responsibility of protecting our own lives.

S.J. in desperate need of stadium
The city of San Jose needs a stadium. The people of
Santa Clara County deserve one.
San Jose ranks number 16 in population in the nation.
Of the 20 largest cities, it is the only one with over half a
million population that has no major stadium or sports
and entertainment arena. How can a city draw any major
attractions without a major facility to handle them?
San Francisco has the Cow Palace and Candlestick
Park as well as numerous smaller facilities. Oakland has
the Oakland/Alameda County Coliseum and Arena. San
Jose has Spartan Stadium and little else. It is a shame and
an embarrassment that this city, our city, has no facility
that can accommodate at least 29,000 people at a time.
Bob Lurie, owner of the San Francisco Giants base-

yr,

J.M.
Andermatt

Highways 101 and 680 have all been mentioned as possibilites. Any area that is feasible would be fine, just as along
as it was somewhere in Santa Clara County.
A new Silicon Valley museum, a new convention center, a revitalized downtown and a completed freeway
all these things help to make San Jose attractive and accessible. San Jose’s time has come to stop being a shadow
in the light of "The City." A stadium or arena would give
San Jose the impetus to bring major events to the South
Bay.
Money, of course, will be a problem. But, the city’s redevelopment agency has already set aside $20 million to
help finance the construction of a facility. The Sports
Task Force, headed by McEnery and Biagini, has spent a
year studying the possibility of building a sports arena in
San Jose. Anyway, if a city can afford to lose $60 million in
bad financial deals, then it can afford to spend at least
that much for something tangible people could enjoy and
use fora long time to come.
How many people travel to San Francisco to see
major events or musicians? If a poll were to be taken
after a concert or any other major event, most likely a
high percentage of people polled would be from the South
Bay. Highway 17 is always stop and go after a concert. It
gets tiring always having to travel an hour or so for some
entertainment.

Whether Lurie is serious or not about moving the Giants to the South Bay, Santa Clara County needs a place
that can house thousands of people at one time. Attendence at the Center for the Preforming Arts and rallies
ball team, said recently he would consider moving his such as the Reagan visit as DeAnza College in Cupertino
in
San
Jose?
It
may
team to the South Bay. The Giants
last year prove it.
sound a bit ridiculous right now but the possibility could
Think of the possibilties: A national party convention.
exist if Santa Clara County could build a stadium.
The San Jose Giants. Springsteen rocks San Jose. With
Community leaders such as San Jose Mayor Tom San Jose’s population, with the money in this valley and
McEnery, and Ted Biagini, co-chairman of the city’s with people’s enthusiasm, a stadium and sports and enSports Facility Task Force, agree that San Jose needs a tertainment arena could be built. Let’s not wait for San
stadium and/or arena and they have already suggested Francisco Mayor Dianne Feinstein to put a roof over the
sites for them. The Santa Clara County Fairgrounds site, ’Stick’ and over our heads. San Jose deserves a decent fathe Alviso area or an area along Highway 237 between cility.
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Against the Grain

Stereotypical strip
Editor,
Like I was s0000 psyched to see that great, awesome,
totally cool stereotypical comic strip (Isaac Newt) in
Thursday’s edition of the Daily! Like wow! It was s0000
true!
I mean, like all fraternities at SJSU ever do is like
hang out and like check out girls for little sister rush!
And, oh my gawd! There are n0000 leaders like several
members of the Associate Students Board of Directors) in
the Greek system! We just party at "Theta Beta Budweiser" every night and get our hair done at totally bit chin’ salons!
And we’re like s0000 phony. We never do anything for
our philanthropies! Like, I mean, we just raise money for
organizations such as the American Heart Association,
the Life Experience Foundation and Toys for Tots in between little sister rush parties and plastic surgery. No
way!
Thanks again for the great publicity you’re way
cool! Oh my gawd! I’m late for my fingernail appointment! Ciao!
Mary Bostic
lacitloscrenrl.
ProineS

Destructive research project
Editor,

I have just spent the better part of my morning attempting to repair two volumes of a standard encyclopedia that should be available to all students and library
patrons but is not because some person (student?, political activist?, vandal?) removed two entire 40-page articles from each copy. I am annoyed because the repaired
books will never be as useful as the undamaged books and
I am angry because of the thoughtlessness of people who
choose to vandalize library materials for whatever reason. Would you please inform you readers of the following
message:
The right to life, liberty and the pursuit of an education does not give you the right to make political
statements at the expense of your fellow students or to deprive all library patrons of the resources that should be
available to them.
The next time you want to make a political statement,
consider using the forum page of the Spartan Daily. The
next time you want to do research the cheap and quick
way, consider respecting the rights and needs of your fellow students. After all, the next time you want to look up
some vitally important information you, too, could find
the pages missing.
Christine Melz
Book repairer
Clark Library

Letter
policy
The Daily encourages
readers to write letters. Your
response to any topic of interest is welcome.
All letters must bear
the writer’s name, signature, major, phone number
and class standing. The
phone number will not be
printed.
Letters can be delivered to the Daily, upstairs in
Dwight Bentel Hall, or at the
information center on the
first floor of the Student
Union. The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit letters for libel and length.
Op

The viewpoints ex pressed in opinion pieces
and cartoons are those of
the authors.

Dana
Perrigan

Skirting the issue
SATURDAY NIGHT. You and your main
IT’S
squeeze are getting ready for a night out on the
town. She sits on the sofa, dressed to maim,
while you hover indecisively in front of the closet
Minutes later, the decision made, you enter
the living room decked out in your best evening
skirt.
woma
She gives you the quick once over as only a
n can. Her left eyebrow arches slightly in a
Spock-like gesture of wonder.
"Oh honey, not the blue skirt. You wore that
the last time we went to De Vera’s party
remember?"
I suppose it was only a matter of time before
advocates of fashion androgyny hit on the idea of
promoting skirts for men. Anyone worth his kilt
should have been able to see this one sashaying
down the street a mile away.
Last Tuesday, the fashion section of The New
York Times devoted an entire page to this issue
("About town: Skirts for men"). The photos
featured men strolling down the streets of New
York City, their loins girded with what was once
reserved solely for women, bag-pipe aficionados
and drag queens.
Although some are ankle length, most fall just
slightly below the kneecap. We must be grateful
for this bit of deference on the part of the designers
at least while some men may be blessed with a
nice set of gams, most of us are not.
Julia Morton, owner of a Lower East Side
store called Einstein’s, happens to be the person
most responsible for this look. Her skirts are
designed specifically for men.
Morton informs us that "skirts made for the
male anatomy feature smaller hips, wider waists
and setting the front pleats further apart."
Another tip for you guys on the cutting edge of
the fashion world to remember is that an
important element of the ensemble is shoes:
"Work boots or other heavy footwear often
underscore the masculine approach to skirts."
THIS ISSUE poses deeper and more
BUT
important questions than which skirt goes
best with paratrooper boots: Will men now
be subjected to the burdensome and somewhat
dangerous task of shaving their legs? And will we
then be subjected to the equally burdensome and
somewhat harrowing task of looking at them?
There are also historical considerations to
ponder: Let’s keep in mind that both the Greeks
and the Romans afflicted their men with skirts,
and look what happened to them. Their once-proud
and vigorous civilizations crumbled. Their
empires became torn and tattered like the hem of
an old toga.
And while! like to think of myself as
possessing a normal amount of courage, lam not
overjoyed at the thought of entering some of my
regular haunts wearing a pleated skirt and combat
boots. There hasn’t been a lynching at Antuna’s for
quite some time now, and I don’t intend to revive
this quaint custom.
No, I’m afraid it’s no good, New York. I’ve
been your pawn too long. Just because I’ve got a
Nehru jacket hanging in the closet which has
supported generations of moths, and a chest -full of
ties the width of a two-by-four, doesn’t mean I’m
forever your plaything.
I’ll not turn myself into a sex object to be
lusted after for anyone’s fancy. Being ogled and
whistled at while walking down the street by a
group of coarse women who have only one thing on
their minds, is not for me.
Dana Perrigan is the forum editor. His
columns appear Tuesday and Thursday.
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477 donate blood during drive
By Kathy Keese3
Daily staff writer
Last week’s campus blood
drive proved to be more successful
than any of the blood drives held in
the last three years.
The number of people who volunteered to give blood has steadily
increased each year. In September
1983, 330 people volunteered. The
blood drive, which ran Feb. 25 to
March 1, brought in 496 people.
Of the 496 volunteers, 447 were
eligible to donate, said Doreen
Leith, a member of the blood drive
recruitment group. Some people
are not allowed to give blood because their hemoglobin count is not
high enough, Leith said. These people are not strong enough to give
blood, she said.
Arlene Bingham, a registered
nurse who helped in the blood
drive, said that she had a very good
feeling about this drive because so
many people were giving blood
without any special incentives.
"Last year we gave two tickets
to a horror movie," Bingham said.
This year there was only cookies
and juice for the donors, she said.
However, the donors did receive something other than the
sweets. A person who gave blood
Patrick Fredrickson Daily staff photographer
established a "credit" with the
blood bank. This credit could be do- Mike Lynch and Katie Pagnucci, juniors, were among 477
blood last week,
a record number who donated
nated to another person or the people
donor could hold it as a blood bank
credit toward Jason Osgood, a 4blood was made apparent. She
"credit account."
thinks that letting people know
When someone gives blood, he year-old Fresno boy who suffers
about Osgood’s need was a positive
can request that a certain person, from leukemia. The treatment he is
step for the drive.
who is receiving blood now, be receiving requires four to five pints
"I think his need helped the
given that amount of blood without of blood each day.
blood drive because people were
charge. Donors can also choose to
UPD Sgt. Marvin "Shannon"
responding to a specific need."
save this credit until another time Maloney, a friend of the Osgood
Blood received at the drive IS
when they or someone they know family, persuaded several officers
tested for Acquired Immune Defineeds blood. Then the fee for the and cadets to donate blood in the
ciency Syndrome, Bingham said. A
blood is waived or the money is re- boy’s name.
test developed at Stanford called
funded.
Bingham said that this is the
the T-Cell subset test is used.
Many people chose to put their first time a particular need for

F age

Speech keys on rights,
opportunities for disabled
By John Ramos
Daily staff writer

Laws protecting the disabled
apply most often to employers and
corporations that have government
contracts or receive federal or state
aid, said Nick Lanza, legal adviser
for the disabled, to SJSU students
Friday.
Lanza was one of two who spoke
about "Disability and the Law" presented by the Disabled Students Association in the Student Union Almaden Room.
Problems concerning housing
and the disabled were discussed by
Alaine R. Parry, staff attorney for
Disability Housing Law Center in San
Jose.
"There is a real fine line between
affirmative action and equal opportunity," Lanza said. While the law may
require a federal or state agency to
hire interpreters for disabled job applicants, he said it would be difficult
for a disabled person to get a job in a
private sector firm after insisting on
an interpreter during the interview.
"A disabled person has to make
choices. Either he or she must fight
for rights to an interpreter at the risk
of not getting hired, or provide (his or
her) own interpreter and possibly not
get the job," he said.
Lanza said recent publications
from the justice department identified "reasonable accommodations"
as those that will not alter a program
or cause a financial burden. That
meaning has allowed a lot of room for
employers not to hire disabled employees, he said.
"A lot of disabled groups keep
cases away for the federal courts,"
he said. "If the program is not
clearly earmarked as a federally or

state funded program, its hard to
win a case."
Even cases against employers,
whose programs are clearly funded
by the state or federal government,
have not found friendly courts, he
said.
Disabled people also face inadequate coverage for services under
Medi-Cal, unfair employment practices and failure of public services to
provide needs like Braille and electronic hearing systems in public
phones, Lanza said.
If discriminated against, Lanza
suggests disabled students should: It
try and resolve the problem informally, 2) seek advice, 3) file a formal
complaint with the violator, 4) file a
complaint with the proper local
agency, 5) file a complaint with the
proper federal agency and 6) go to
court.
Parry said that at the Disability
Housing Law Center, "we help disabled people who are discriminated
against in housing." The center
serves people who don’t qualify for
legal aid, but can’t afford an expensive lawyer, she said.
"The best way to establish a
strong case against anyone that is
discriminating is to keep notes and
records. A letter is better than a
call," she said. When the problem
arises it’s best to try solving it on a
one-to-one basis, she said.
The housing laws are different

for private landlords than for federal
or state subsidized programs, Parry
said. A private landlord does not
have to accommodate a disabled tenant while a federal or state program
must have reasonable accommodations, she said.
While private landlords are not
required to accommodate, they can
not refuse rental or sale for reasons
related to the person’s disability,
such as the need for a seeing-eye dog,
special insurance, higher deposit, insisting on an attendant or because of
special required equipment, Parry
said.
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Robotics club plans to build new mechanical arm
By Marcos Breton
Daily staff writer
The Robotics and Automated
Manufacturing club, which won an
WOO first prize at the Engineering
Open House, has begun planning for
the building of a robotic arm which
will cost in the area of $25,000.
The arm will differ from the robotic arm they used to win the open
house in that they will build it themselves instead of having it donated.
"We are going to get away from
what most people do here in the
United States and build an arm.
Usually people just get one from
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After contesting the committee’s
decision with the A.S Board, RAM
was allocated the additional $685 for
the robotic arm.
A condition on the allocation is
that RAM hold two seminars to show
the A.S and the school how they are
progressing on the project and that
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the project have the schools name on
it.
"We have got no problem with
that because this pioject is something the whole school can benefit
from. We intend to enter it in national
competitions," Farquhar said
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Japan, so this will be a real challenge," said RAM President Jim
Farquhar.
According to Farquhar the parts
for the arm will cost around $10,000.
RAM also hopes to get a computer
which will cost around 610,000 and a
controller, which controls the motion
of the arm. A controller costs around
65,000.
"Those are really rough figures
and we don’t know if we will be able
to get a computer. The computer and
the controller will be donated and we
will have to be exactly sure as to
what parts we need for the arm before we go to industry and ask for
those," Farquhar said.
He said that the club will begin
meeting and forming a plan for the
arm. After deciding what they need
he will go to industry for donations.
Along with the donations RAM
has gotten a $685 allocation from Associated Students.
"The $685 will be used to fill in
the cracks like getting a mill tool or
something simple like wire," Farquhar said. "The reason we went before
the A.S board is because we needed
cash to get things for the project and
it’s hard to get cash from corporations. They will donate parts because
its got their name on it." RAM also
was allocated $315 for two seminars
in *hich they will have speakers
from industry make presentations on
the progression of technology.
RAM had originally requested
$2,143.30 from the A.S Budget Committee to fund five seminars and partially fund the arm. They were allocated $3315 for the seminars and
nothing for the arm.
"We had requested money for
five seminars but sive we will do two
we have to decide who we are going
to have," Farquhar said.
He said that the money will be
used to pay for the use of audio-visual
equipment, advertising and other expenses such as refreshments.
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Low tide for the ’red wave’ as Spartans upset Fresno
upset was in the air.
SJSU began the second half as if
it was the team in second place and
threatened to send the Bulldogs back
to Fresno with faces as red as their
uniforms.
The Spartans scored the first 11
points of the half to build a 39-24 advantage and send their fans into a
frenzy.
FSU finally got on the board after
nearly six minutes when Barnes
banked in a turnaround, 10-foot
jumper. Farris countered with two
free throws, making it 41-26.
But the fun stopped there.
Fresno unleashed a 22-7 barrage,
including three straight 3-point shots,
to catch SJSU at 48-48 with 5:01 remaining in regulation.
The score was tied at 55-55 when
the Spartans’ George Puou was
fouled attempting a jumper. His
jumper fell well short, but FSU center Jos Kuipers, out of fustration,
slapped the ball against the backboard, drawing a technical foul.
Puou sank his two free throws,
and Farris converted the technical,
giving SJSU a three-point lead at
1:15.
Steve Capovilla Daily staff photographe

Reggie Owens of the Spartans controls the tip starting the second overtime of Satuday’s win
By Scott Viga lion
Daily staff writer
The scene at midcourt after the
game said it all.
SJSU players leaped all over
each other, hugged and let out yells of

Basketball
triumph. Cheerleaders rejoicingly
jumped up and down like human pogo
sticks. A smattering of fans, meanwhile, stormed the court to join the
party.
In the stands, Spartan partisans
passed high fives, low fives and medium fives to anyone not wearing the
color red.
All that was missing was the
champagne and the song, "Celebration."
What was the cause for this jubilation, and why was SJSU coach Bill
Berry sporting a smile as wide as the
distance from baseline to baseline?
You see, the Spartans had just
completed an emotional, doubleovertime 84-80 upset of second-place
Fresno State on Saturday at the Civic
Auditorium.
A festive, bipartisan, sellout crowd of 2,476 cheered non-stop as
SJSU closed out its regular season by
defeating the Bulldogs for the first
time in 11 meetings since 1981.
The victory didn’t make up for
those previous 11 losses, but it was
sweet, nonetheless.
Spartan guard Michael Dixon,
who scored 12 points, dished out a
season-high 10 assists and hit four of
four from the free throw line in his
final game at the Civic:
"It’s the first time I’ve ever

beaten them in my career. It’s a
great feeling."
Center Matt Fleming, who
scored 11 points in his last home
game, but more importantly, held
Fresno forward Scott Barnes to just
three of 10 shooting:
"It feels great. There’s no other
feeling."
Forward Stony Evans, who tallied 17 points, eight rebounds and provided some clutch free-throw shooting:
"This was our best game of the
year so far."
Coach Berry, who has guided his
young team to a 10-8 finish in the
PCAA and a 15-12 record overall,
went further:
"It might have been the best
game since I’ve been here."
It was that kind of ballgame.
But as the contest began, it

looked like the Bulldogs were easily
on their way to their eighth straight
win and 13th in their last 14 games.
FSU jumped out to a 16-6 lead early in
the first half.
However, the Spartans roared
back, scoring eight consecutive
points to close within 16-14. Ontario
Johnson assisted on the first three
baskets, which included an alley-oop
dunk by Reggie Owens. Owens culminated the spurt with a flying left,handed slam off a fast break.
Fresno led 22-18 before SJSU
started another run. Ward Farris hit
baseline jumpers from each side of
the court, then Owene and Evans
both converted three-point plays to
put the Spartans ahead 28-22 with
2:13 left in the first half.
FSU center Fred Emerson’s two
foul shots closed out the half,s scoring, but SJSU was up by four, and

VISIT A
FOREIGN LANGUAGE CLASS
This WEDNESDAY or THURSDAY
In recognition of national
Foreign Language Week, the department of
Foreign Language invites all students
and members of the campus community
to visit classes on March 0 and 7.
Inquire at Sweeney Hall 219
Drop in reception: Wednesday, March 0.
9 a m to 1 p.m. in Sweeney Hall 120,

WANTED
ENTHUSIASTIC STUDENTS
LOOKING FOR SPENDING MONEY!

You can work 6 hours or you can work
40 hours per week, . ,we’re flexible.
We offer opportunities for . . .

tans led 72-69 on Dixon’s two foul
shots at 0:28 before the shot of the
game maybe of the year.
Needing a 3-pointer to tie, Kuipers missed from that range with
about five seconds remaining. However, teammate Mitch Arnold rebounded, dribbled out beyond the 3point line at the left baseline, turned
and fired in a shot as time expired.
The Fresno fans the
went delirious.

Berry was also impressed. "That
was as tough a shot as I’ve ever seen
go in," he said. The coach later
added, "I thought damn, here we
go again. And it was a good thing we
had a three-point lead."
In the second extra period, the
Bulldogs scored first, but SJSU
reeled off nine straight points, five by
Puou, to lead 81-74 at 0:28.

Puou missed the front end of a
one-and-one at 0:26, setting up Brian
Salone’s clutch, driving bucket to tie
the score with 11 seconds left.
SJSU could have won in regulation, but Puou’s 3-pointer at the
buzzer was off the mark, sending the
game into overtime.
In the first overtime, the Spar-

Scribe
Secretarial Service

Farris led five SJSU players in
double figures with 19 points. Equally
important, he fustrated Arnold early
by stalking and talking to FSU’s leading scorer.
Farris said, "One time, he said to
me, ’Let’s go at it right here.’ I knew
right then I had him."
Kuipers led all scorers with 29
points.
Dixon put the victory into perspective.
"They try to come in here and
take over. We just couldn’t let them
do it to us again," he said.
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Now that it’s time to purchase your
ring, think about choosing
the finest ai4K gold college ring
from ArtCarved.
Designed and handcrafted for lasting value, an ArtCarved 14K gold
college ring is now more affordable
than ever. For a limited time only,
you can save $2.5 on the style of your
choice. Stop by to see the entire
ArtCarved collection and custom
options. Remember, it’s your year
for gold!
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Apply in person anytime at:
148 E. San Carlos
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Red Wave

This time, the Bulldogs had no
miracles left. Even Kuipers’ two 3pointers couldn’t save them because
Owens, who finished with 16 points,
canned a pair of foul shots and Dixon
did likewise to seal the win.
"We just didn’t give in," Berry
said.
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To include your information in Sparta guide, visit the Daily office in Room
208, second floor of Dwight Bentel Hall.

Palmistry class 3:30 p.m. tomorrow
in the S.U. Costanoan Room. Contact
Brian Burke at 277-2858 for more information.

Intramural golf tournament signups will be held by Leisure Services
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., today
through Mar. 11, in the Associated
Students Business Office in the Student Union. For more information,
contact Edward Gabel at 277-2858.
SJSU Cycling Club will hold a
meeting at 8 tonight in the S.U. Almaden Room. The meeting will address
the subject of the SJSU Collegiate
Road Race. All members should attend. Contact Gregg Uyeda at 3740668 for more information.

The B/PAA will be having a resume workshop 6 p.m. tomorrow in
the Almaden Room of the S.U. Bring
a typed resume if possible for critique. Interested persons should contact Michael Ritchie 371-1593.

Af RICAN

downtown
fittioPEI
roc th,sks

Dave Ball

Ball’s Bearing

The Society for the Advancement
of Management will host Harvey
Schmitt, planning systems and administration manager at Intel, to
speak on "Corporate Planning." Interested students should go to Business Classroom 208 for more information.

The Committee for International
Students makes available conversa-

A.S. Leisure Sevices will hold a

lives a nu

SJSU’s Meteorology Department
will host a seminar from 11:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. in Duncan Hall Room 615
Lynn Baker will speak on "an evaluation of screening models for accessing toxic air pollution downwind of
hazardous waste landfills." All interested persons are invited.

The Department of Chemistry
will host a seminar by Mark P. D’Evelyn from Stanford University 4
p.m. tomorrow in Duncan Hall Room
505. The topic will be "The Dynamics
of the Dissociative Absorption of CO2
on the (100) Face of Ni."

A.S. Leisure Sevices will hold a
credit workshop 1 p.m. tomorrow in
the S.U. Guadalupe Room. For more
information, contact Brian Burke at
277-2858.

4

PRSSA will have a field trip to
Regis McKenna Inc. from 10 a.m. to
12 (meet by PRSSA board 9:20 a.m.)
Sign-ups will be taken at PRSSA
board. Space limited to 25 people. Interested students should call Kathy
Thomas at 280-1416.

Faculty Affairs Committee/School of Applied Arts and Sciences
presents Faculty Income Tax Advice
at 4 p.m. tomorrow in Business Classroom 002. The speaker will be
Christopher Becnel, C.P.A., Department of Accounting. Interested faculty members should contact Michael Rustigan at 277-2993 for more
information.

The Career Planning and Placement Center will have a panel discussion on "Careers in Finance" at 2
p.m. today in the S.U. Umunhum
Room. Call Phil Laverty at 267-3146
for more information.

Age/lit ofclbegi.

"r

The Campus Christian Center
will hold a Bible study, "The Drama
of Joseph" 12 to I p.m. today in the
Montalvo Room in the S.U. Contact
Natalie Shiras at 298-0204 for more information.

Career Planning and Placement
Center will hold "Effective Interviewing for People with Disabilities"
at 2 p.m. today in the Costanoan
Room in the S.U. Contact Cheryl AlImen at 277-2272 for more information.

SJSU’s Macintosh User’s Group
will hold a meeting 7:30 tonight in the
Costanoan Room of the S.U. For further information, call Rudy Rugebreget at 971-8653.

and

Campus Crusade for Christ will
hold its regular ‘Tuesday Night
Live" meeting from 7:15 to 8:30 p.m.
in the A.S. Council Chambers. For
more information, contact Dan
Ka tches at 297-0785.

Alpha Lambda Delta will be holding an informational meeting 1:30
p.m. tomorrow in the Costanoan
Room in the S.U. Call Debra at 2778481 for more information.
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tional English tutoring for all international students every day this week
from Ito 3 p.m. in the Adminisration
Building Room 222. Call Muriel Andrews at 279-4575 for more information.

SJSU’s Archery Club will have a
meeting-demonstration from 6 to 8 tonight in the S.U. Pacheco Room. Everyone welcome. Interested students
should call Natalie at 295-7619.

Dr. Anderson

"Come on in gang, the tar’s
fine . . ."

Hal could never think of exactly
the right thing to say.
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Braille ATM panels ATO members adjust after fire
first in CSU system
continued from page 1

By John Ramos

would give the blind more independence.

Daily staff writer

SJSU became the first California
State University school to initiate the
use of braille automated teller machines Friday in a ceremony at the
SJSU Ninth Street location for ATMs
across from the Student Union Building.
Susan Downer, SJSU English lecturer, who is blind, demonstrated the
use of the braille ATMs with inventor, Margarine G. Beaman and representatives from Imperial Savings
and San Francisco Federal looking
on.
"The fact that we’re the first
CSU school to install braille ATMs
shows our commitment to providing
services for our disabled students,"
said Marty B. Schutter, director of
Disabled Student Services.
Schulter credits Beaman, John
Stipicevich, Associated Students director of non-traditional minority affairs and Arthur Clark, architectural
coordinator, for working "together"
to bring the braille ATMs to campus.
Schuller said that he was grateful to Imperial Savings and S.F. Federal for installing braille ATMs on
campus, but that he was disappointed
the other two banks with ATMs on
campus, Bank of the West and Bank
of America, had not.
Downer was pleased at the
changes in the system.
"I usually take someone to the
bank to help me with the ATMs,"
Downer said. "I don’t have to anymore." Downer said the new braille
system allowed her more independence.
"When I overheard a blind man
say that he could read braille but still
was not independent, I decided something had to be done," Beaman said.
She said though she knew little about
computers and less about braille she
set out to develop a system that

CalPIRG
closer to
formation
Chuck Carroll
Daily staff writer

Armed with a resolution of supfrom SJSU Associated Students,
CalPIRG is in the best position ever
in its 11 -year effort to set up a chapter
at a California State University, said
a C,aIPIRG coordinator, Bill Wasserman, yesterday.
A.S. voted last week to write a
letter of support to the CSU Board of
Trustees for presentation at the
board’s March 12 meeting.
In spring of 1983 SJSU students
voted 60 percent to 40 percent in favor
of starting a campus chapter. In 1984
the California Public Interest Re
search Group collected more than 5.
200 SJSU student signatures for a
chapter.
SJSU student Erin O’Dougherty
and others are scheduled to make the
informational presentation to the
board’s Educational Policy Committee supporting the establishment of a
chapter here. Using about 250 newly
gathered faculty signatures, the student vote and the A.S. resolution,
they intend to show that CalPIRG has
widespread SJSU student support.
The California State Students Association, a student lobbying group,
is expected to vote next weekend on a
similar resolution.
Wasserman named five members of the educational policy committee who have said they support
CalPIRGs at CSU. They are Lynne
Wasserman (no relation), Wallace
Albertson, Celia Ballesteros, Claudia
Hampton and Dale Ride, he said.
Wasserman said he knows of no one
on the committee who has said he is
against CalPIRG.
port

Wasserman also said he believe
CalPIRG has a good chance of per
suading the trustees to direct their
staff to write an action item to set up
a special fee collection system for
CalPIRG and other groups, proving
both a mandate of campus support
and educational value. Such an action item would be voted on later by
the full board.
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"There’s braille ATMs all over
the United States, Canada ( in French
and English languages) and we’re
planning to install them in South
America in Spanish," Beaman said.
Through a non-profit organization called Austin Junior Woman’s
Federation, in Austin, Texas, Beaman places braille systems in elevators, restaurants, hospitals, libraries
and museums.
"The student community is an
important part of our banking business," said Kathy Dowrick, manager
of S.F. Federal in San Jose. She said
that she’s an SJSU graduate and understands the needs for student services on campus. Dowrick said she discussed with Beaman the possibility of
installing braille systems in some of
the 25 ATM locations in San Jose.
"It’s the wave of the future,"
said Bob Daniels, manager of Imperial Savings in San Jose, "I think it
will open up access to a new group of
customers." Daniels said that banking, like any other service, must provide for the needs of the disabled.
"We plan on installing voice activators at the ATM sight for deaf and
blind students," Schuller said. Voice
activators would allow students to
use ATMs with voice commands, he
said.
Schuller said plans are under
way to install a door opener, a ramp
and an elevator for disabled students
at Wahlquist Library. Also, electric
doors are planned in the men’s gym
and an elevator is now under construction in the Natural Science
Building.

semester. The new paint was a month
old and Graybill said he assumed
that it did not affect the fire, but that
the older paint was more toxic.

"We had a party Fridaj,- he
said, "and on Saturday we spent six
hours cleaning up. The place was
spotless. "
According to Graybill, most of

rest ()I the semester,’ he said. "It
sounded likes good option to them."
Graybill said the administration
had offered to provide short-term
housing for ATO in the dormitories.
"We were offered room in the
dorms for the first week and then
they would work out a program for
the rest of the semester," Graybill
said, "but in the dorms we would
have been all spread out and we
didn’t want to be separated. At Sigma
Nu we can stay together, but we don’t
want to impose on them. We will do
our best and work things out. All the
other houses offered support, too.
"The ATO members will use the
food services of the Dining Commons
this week and later eat at Sigma Nu."
"The biggest thing to deal with
right now is to talk to Delta Gamma
and Potter’s parents and work things
out with them and be really supportive," he said. "Then we have to look
at our situation. There will be a lot of
changes."
Delta Gamma members were not
available for comments.
"There have been lot of different
reports, a few different stories in the
news," he said. "A lot of speculations
without the facts."
Richard Staley, SJSU public information manager, praised the University Police Department for its immediate response to the fire. He said
police officers followed a plan developed for crisis situations called the
Emergency Notification Plan.

RELIGION
Matthew 23

Patrick Fredrickson

Daily

stall photographer

members retrieve an ATO fraternity banner Sunday afternoon. Aluch of the fraternity’s posessions were destroyed.
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Sigma Nu to aid frat brothers
continued from page I
up Sigma Nu residents when he returned.
Anderson, Johnson and InterFraternity Council Secretary Roger
Thornton went to the Alpha Tau
Omega house to see if there was anything they could do.
"I took it upon myself and other
Sigma Nu people to help with the
housing," Anderson said. "We have a
really good brotherhood."
He said 16 Sigma Nu members
helped cleanup.
He added that two Sigma Nu
members brought clothes from their
house in the morning to the ATO men
who were in pajamas and underwear
Anderson met with SJSU President Gail Fullerton, ATO alumni,
Housing Director Willie Brown, Delta

the house residents had gone huitie

Saturday evening. Others remained
to study. Graybill said he came home
from work at about 12:30 a.m. Before
going to bed he heard noise from the
television and Delta Gamma member, Lori Potter, and ATO roommates, Robert Mercado and Kevin
Jundt, talking in the fraternity brothers’ room.
About 4 a.m. Graybill and others
were awakened by resident, Steve
Acampora, who warned them about
the fire. All those inside the house
managed to escape, except Potter.
"She was very close to a lot of us
over at ATO," Graybill said. "We’re
sorry it happened. We don’t know for
sure what happened. My guess, and
that’s just my guess, is that the
smoke just got her."
Don Ryan, director of Financial
Aid and former Inter-Fraternity
Council adviser, said he was shocked
to hear the news of the fire and of Potter’s death.
"It was very tragic," he said.
"My sympathy is directed to all the
members of the fraternity and especially to the family of Lori Potter."
Later Sunday ATO members met
with school officials in the Dining
Commons to decide what the ATO
members were going to do.
According to Willie Brown, director of housing, he discussed with
them their options for housing.
"Sigma Nu made a long-term
offer for them to stay there for the

Gamma sorority members and university counselors at 7:30 a.m, for
three to four hours in the Dining Commons.
"The Housing Office had offered
for them to stay in the dormitories
and provide meals for them for a
week," Anderson said, "but we were
more than happy to house them.
"They really wanted them to
move into a fraternity and keep them
in the Greek system. We presented
the ATO members with a proposal
and they voted on it and accepted it
unanimously."
The Sigma Nu members received
blankets and pillows from the housing office.
"They were sure upset," Anderson said about the ATO men. "The
had lost their personal items in the

fire and the stuff saved was very
little compared to what’s was in the
house."
Anderson said it take a "group
effort" to deal with the tragedy.
"What affects them ( ATO members) affects us too," he said.
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Changing
attitudes;
making
choices
By Patricia Hannon

Page

3

Relationships
Margaret Connor delves into modern ways of
looking at love.

4

Comedy
Mary Green focuses on comedienne Diane Nichols’
approach to female -male relationships.

5

Battered women
Liz Lynott shows women how to get shelter through
the Women’s Alliance.

6

Alcoholism and drug abuse
Kathy Keesey writes about increased drug and
alcohol addiction.

7

GALA
Phil Loomis discusses the history and goals of the
Gay and Lesbian Alliance on campus.

8

The chancellor
J. G. Griswold catches Ann Reynolds for a 10 -minute
car -phone interview between flights.

9

The president
Chuck Carroll and photographers Julie Tran china
and Steve Alden spend a day with Gail Fullerton.

10

Re-entry
Christine Frankendal tells re-entry students about
programs for assimilating at SJSU.

11

Women’s Center
Beth Johnson provides women with information on
where to go to just talk.

Juggling work, family, school
Mariann Hansen takes us into the lives of women
who have chosen to return to school.

12

Sororities
Paul Ruffner gives black women an outlet for
academic and career success.

13

Abortion
Eric Rice examines abortion laws and their past,
present and future effects on women.

14

The disabled
John Ramos shows how three SJSU women have
overcome the odds against them

16

Women’s studies
Judy Andermatt discusses what programs are offered
through women’s studies on campus.

One can never consent to
creep when one feels an
impulse to soar.
Helen Keller
Choices that people make
are not always easy and
often completely change
the course their lives take.
Women today make some
choices that their mothers or
grandmothers would never
have considered.
The feminist movement
during the late ’60s, and the
years that followed, have
changed the way society views
"a woman’s place" and has
opened to today’s women a vast
number of choices besides the
wife/mother role.
Betty Freiden points out in
her book, "The Feminine
Mystique," that during the late
’SOs many women lost any
sense of identity because they
were socially conditioned that
the only way to be truly
feminine was to boa wife and
mother.
. they thought they did not
have to choose, to look into the
future and plan what they
wanted to do with their lives.
They had only to wait to be
chosen, marking time passively
until the husband, the babies,
the new house decided what the
rest of their lives would be.
They slid easily into their
sexual role as women before
they knew who they were
themselves.
During the mid to late
’60s some women began
questioning whether the
paths they had followed were
the best paths for them. This
period was a time when many
women began to seriously
consider reshaping their lives.
They began a fight to be
recognized as something
beyond the housewife/mother
role. They questioned the
traditional sexual roles they
were socially conditioned to
follow. This questioning and
fighting re-established the
feminist movement.
Some women fought the
change, chosing to stick to the
traditional way of life; others
immersed themselves in the
"cause" to change the way
u omen were treated.
RPgardless of the view
individual women or
society took, the
changes that resulted are with
us to stay and women have

more choices and problem,
than ever before.
In "Women in ’85," we
want to bring you into the lives
of some of the women at SJSU
who have made clear-cut
choices about the paths their
lives have taken.
Additionally, we would like
to introduce you to some of the
problems women fight today
and what kinds of services
SJSU and San Jose have
available to help them cope
with new conflicts.
Society has just begun to
face these conflicts. It has only
been in the past four years that
battered women have been able
to talk about their lives and get
counseling and legal advice.
Unfortunately many of them
still feel that somehow the
abuse is their fault.
Although SJSU offers some
help to women who are victims
of physical abuse, The
Woman’s Alliance (WOMA) in
San Jose provides shelter,
counseling and legal advice for
them.

and drug
lcoholism
abuse among women is
another subject which
society is starting to face as a
major problem, especially with
more and more women
entering high-pressure,
administrative careers.
Counseling Services at SJSU
offers a variety of workshops
and therapy groups as well as
individual counseling for
women whose lives have been
adversely affected by alcohol
The problems of lesbian
women are no different than
other women, but often they are
made to feel like they are
outsiders, looking in at a world
that is intolerant of them and
their lifestyles. The Gay and
Lesbian Alliance on campus
provides them with an outlet I’m
their frustrations.
We present disabled
women, who have overcome
powerful odds. We present their
goals and dreams and
introduce you to women who
have returned to school in an
effort to enhance or change
their traditional lives.
Many of these women have
followed their impulses to soar
and have given us a new look at
women in 1985.
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When
two
people
get
together
By Margaret Connor
The most refreshing change to
come to relationships in the ’80s
appears to be fewer games and a
business-like approach to love.
If you judge from the amount
of personal ads and the success
stories written about them in the
press, as well as the proliferation
of books to guide readers through
the finer points of running and/or
placing an ad, finding a mate involves few of the pretensions earlier associated with catching a
mate. Computer dating, video dating, dating services and ads have
become the matchmakers of modern time.
Singles clubs, as well, allow
participants to describe exactly
what they want in the opposite sex
and what sort of relationship they
feel they need. A perusal of the
January/February 1985 Trellis
Singles Magazine (a publication of
mostly personal ads) shows many
eligible singles of all ages ripe for
the picking.
For women, there are the "red
hot lover of excitement and life.
high on adventure and lookin’ for a
wife" or the "Divorced White Male
DW MI who yearns fin. an attrac-

live articulate lady with a keen
mind to soar with his in an honest
companionship."
And women
waiting for Prince Charming also
abound, such as a "vivacious,
playful, White Female (WF ) who
likes to travel and wants a male secure enough to tolerate her 13year-old" or a "slender, complex,
redheaded lioness who’s looking
for someone who is not average or
conventional."
The clincher is that people who
run these operations take them
very seriously. So do their patrons.
Perhaps that’s why they work.
For example, a delightful
woman named Kaye runs a dating
service in Palo Alto which caters
to intellectually mature adults 20
and over. She started her service
after friends encouraged her to
make a profit on her natural
matchmaking talents. She contends men and women need
relationships and don’t want to
waste time in singles bars. She expects people to he honest with her

about their expectations. Out of
eight years of business, six
matches made through her service
have resulted in marriage.
In addition to clubs and ads,
self-help books encourage women,
especially, to approach love as
they would a business venture
lots of research, goal-setting, interviewing and even business
cards. It sounds failure-proof.
Although there appears to be
less game playing to get into a
relationship, there are as many
games as there have always been,
once attached. A recent article in
Psychology Today stated that men
and women feel less secure in a
marriage than in a friendship with
the opposite sex. This study was
based upon surveys among college
students and married couples.
An acquaintance said he
opened up totally to female
friends, but didn’t feel it necessarN
to tell a girlfriend everything lie

Free Pregnancy
Testing
& Counseling
Completely Confidential
Pregnancy Termination
1st & Mid Trimester
(Your Choice Sleep/or Awake)
Family Planning
San Jose (408) 255-2773
5150 Graves Ave., Suite 8
Oakland
(4151652 6503

particularly disliked hearing ev- (Kelly McGinnis) is an Amish
erything his present girlfriend felt woman who lives without modern
impelled to tell him. Other friends, conveniences or values. John Book
both male and female, agreed (Harrison Ford) is a Philadelphia
about not wanting to share every- policeman who lives by violence.
thing with a lover.
The two fall in love. Each is willing
Why this discrepancy between to give up a substantial portion of
romance and friendship’?
themselves in order to make the
My mother admires my relationship work. In the end, howfriendships with men and tells me ever, they realize love won’t conabout the time when men and quer all their differences.
women were nothing more than
This movie reflects a modern
dates and potential marriage partners. Although we’ve come a long look at love. Movies from the ’50s
way in terms of honesty in would have had the couple riding
friendships between the opposite off into the sunset. The movies of
sexes, we still treat lovers by old- today don’t.
fashioned romantic standards.
Despite the realism that has
There are still a lot of women entered love, our actions need to
who settle for a less-than-fulfilling.
catch up. People play fewer games
job in order to let the man be the getting hooked, but they still dance
main money-earner or to let him
and twist and fool around once
further his career.
caught.

Fremont
(415)790.3334

PPregnnry
Consultation
Center

WOMA

Womens Alliance
Help and Shelter for:

BATTERED
WOMEN
and their children
24 hour hotline: 279-2962

SERVICES:
counseling
free legal clinic each Wednesday
temporary restraining order assistance
divorce clinic
support groups

THE SLUDE\TBODY

160 E. Virginia St., Room 230
San Jose, CA 95112
Volunteer Work Available
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Women comics
face predjudice
with the laughs
By Mary Green

Steve Capovilla - Daily staff photographer

Comedienne Diane Nichols performs her
style of comedy, which pokes fun at the idi-

osyncrasies of male -female relationships,
at the Last Laugh comedy club in San Jose.

’They thought I was
putting women down. They
were irate that I was not giving
the feminist line.’
Diane Nichols
Comedienne

Stand-up comedy is like walking a verbal high wire without a
net for comedian Diane Nichols,
who has been performing as a
comic since she was 16.
The best advice for a potential
stand-up comic is to like people.
Nichols said.
"I am not a gushy person by
any means. I have respect for my
audience. I want to make them feel
good," she said.
Her self-designated title is
monologuist. As Nichols defines
the term, she takes the stage, solo,
sticking to one subject. Nichols has
chosen the idiosyncrasies of malefemale relationships as her subject.
Nichols’ humor runs from a
rib at the man making very crude
gestures with his hands pulling on
his sexual organs, to the adept
driving skills women have acquired after years of driving the
freeways while applying their
Maybelline.
The jokes require people to
look at themselves and laugh at
quirks in their lifestyles.
Some macho men or overzealous feminists may have a hard
time laughing at Nichols’ jokes.
Nichols gave one such example:
Two women at a show recently
insisted on talking to Nichols. The
management told them they would
have to wait for a break before
they could see her. During the
break the women were nowhere to
be found. Before Nichols could find
them she had to go back on stage.
"The women came back once
again," Nichols said, "and rudely
requested that I come out and see
them while I was performing."
"It was their intent to stop my
performance,"
Nichols
said.
"They thought I was putting
women down. They were irate that
I was not giving the feminist line."
Nichols did not apologize to the
women, she merely pointed out the
difference of opinion.
Nichols has worked with several of the more recognizable
women comedians. The list includes Ruth Buzzy, Jo Anne Worley, Lily Tomlin, Phyllis Diller and
Rose Marie.
"When I first met Phyllis Diller and Jo Anne Worley I was surprised at how feminine they
were," Nichols said.
When women comedians are
on stage they tend to lose their
femininity, Nichols said.
"You have a lot of power when
you get out there. Power is generally viewed as masculine and aggressive," Nichols said. "Women
have been brought up to be passive. And a powerful woman may
be seen as a threat."
Women in the comedy field remain a small lot. Nichols estimated that one in 10 comedians is
a woman.
Being a woman doesn’t pose
any difficulty in the beginning,

Nichols said. But once women comedians reach a medium point
not icable prejudices develop.
"When you start out, most
comics are very supportive and
offer advice. Once you start getting more laughs than they do,
however, their attitudes change,"
Nichols said. "But it doesn’t
bother the better comics at all."
Nichols’ motto is "Take it seriously, just don’t take it personally."
Public performing has been
inbred in Nichols.
"My mother was the Lucy Ricardo of the neighborhood women’s club. And my grandfather was
a writer-performer in the old country (Poland)," she said.
While many people fear speaking publicly, Nichols said she has
never felt uncomfortable in a public role.
"Everybody is frightened of
different things. My fear is in the
area of athletics," she said.
"Comedy is the nicest thing I
could think of to do, other than
walking a wire without a net," she
said, "I consider myself as walking the verbal wire without a net."
Nichols said she enjoys standup comedy because she is the
writer, director and performer, all
in one, and because she does not
have to depend on anyone else to
get the show on.
She has appeared on slich television programs as Latenight with
David Letterman, CBS Morning
News and The Mery Griffin Show.
She travels nationally and internationally to perform about 33 weeks
out of the year.
Although she started at the
Comedy Store in Los Angeles and
bases herself in Southern California. Nichols is originally from San
Francisco.
Nichols does not divulge her
age to many people. One hint she
did give was that she attended San
Francisco State University during
the reign of Sam Hayakawa majoring in Theater Arts with a
minor in Journalism.
Potential punsters please pay
attention. Nichols says there are
three things to keep in mind when
considering a career in stand-up
comedy.
"First, just go out and do it.
And if you’re a woman it’s best not
to worry about the sex difference,"
Nichols said.
"Next, don’t bring your
friends every time you perform.
Go it solo. Otherwise you risk becoming overconfident."
"Finally, do your work clean
or else you may never work outside the comedy circuit," Nichols
said referring to using obscenities.
Nichols will return to the Bay
Area in early March for a show at
The Punchline in San Francisco.
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Battered women find aid
By Liz Lynott
A woman is battered every 15
seconds.
However startling, this is true.
The actual incidence of abused
women is ten times higher than reported, making it the greatest
under-reported crime in the
United States, according to a 1975
FBI report.
Within the past ten years the
problem of battered wives has
been recognized and organizations
are now available for refuge, counseling and legal advice.
WOMA, The Woman’s Alliance, opened its doors four years
ago in San Jose for abused women
and their children. It is a nonprofit center which provides battered women alternatives to their
situations, information about their
legal rights and assistance.
WOMA receives 55 percent of
its funding from city, county and
state government sources, 29 percent from the United Way and the
remaining 16 percent is raised
through fund-raising efforts and
direct donations.
According to Lura Halbert,
legal resource counselor for
WOMA, their services include peer
counseling, legal assistance in getting temporary restraining orders,
support groups, client advocacy,
divorce clinics and community education.
In addition, a shelter, Casa
WOMA, was established for battered women and their children. It
is an emergency shelter which can
house 30 women and children. In
addition, WOMA offers a 24-hour
crisis hotline for battered women
who need counseling, advice or
just someone to talk to.
Counseling Sevices at SJSU offers some help for these women.
However, Wiggsy Sivertsen, SJSU
counselor, said that in cases where
intervention is necessary and a
woman must be removed from her
living situation for safety reasons.
she will be referred to WOMA.
The start of the woman’s
movement helped make people
more aware that a problem did
exist with battered women, Sivertsen said. In addition she said that
the awareness has been slow in
evolving because traditional counselors assumed (and perhaps still
do) that battering was somehow
the fault of the woman.
Halbert said that domestic violence has evolved as a major social problem which crosses all econimic and social lines.
The minimum initial charge
for WOMA services is $25. Following payment of the initial fee the
charge is based on a sliding scale
according to the woman’s income.
Halbert said the required fee
helps to ensure that after a battered woman phones in for help
she will come in for counseling or
legal advice.
"A lot of times they will call
and never show up," she said.
"They change their minds because
they are intimidated and have
been conditioned to think that the
beatings are their fault."
Halbert said that for a long
time abuse in the family was not
discussed. But, over the years,
movies like the recent "Burning

Bed," opened up discussions of the
problem making the public more
aware of the problem, and more
willing to deal with it.
"Many times abused women
have grown up in families where
they were abused as children or
their mothers were abused and
they don’t know any different,"
she said. "By discussing the problem many women now realize that
abuse is not how it’s supposed to
She said that a common denominator in 99 percent of the
cases coming into WOMA is drug
or alcohol abuse by one, or both, of
the individuals involved. Although

the facilities are open to all
women, there is one exception.
They will not allow a woman in
who is under the influence of drugs
or alcohol.
By law, if a child is being
abused, they have to intervene,
Halbert said. As far as abuse of the
mother, it is up to her whether she
wants to take legal action against
her spouse.
"We provide legal council and
non-judgmental counseling. A lot
of women do go back to their husbands. They really love them and
sometimes these binds are very
strong and even abuse cannot
break them," she said.
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’There is more of a
problem in drinking than in
alcoholism per se.’

Kathleen Wall
SJSU Counseling Services Director

The threat
of addiction
Drug abuse counseling;
there is a place to get help
By Kathy Keesey
Alcohol and drug abuse by
women has been occurring for
many years and the problem isn’t
getting any better. In fact, with the
growing availability of drugs such
as cocaine and heroin, the problem
is on the increase.
The counseling services at
SJSU provides help in many forms
to deal with drug and alcohol
abuse. Counselors are also taking
preventive measures by attempting to increase knowledge of alcohol and drug abuse in the area.

This semester some SJSU students from Alcoholics Anonymous
plan to hold weekly meetings on
campus. Details of when they will
be held are still in the final planning stages.

Many alcohol and drug abusers receive help in individual counseling sessions. said SJSU counselor Wiggsy Sivertsen. Often the
problem is a compound one and
that women are commonly multiple drug abusers they are mentally and/or physically addicted to
more than one drug, she said.
According to Jill Steinberg,
counselor at SJSU, a lot of problems of substance abuse arise in
the regular therapy groups which
are held at SJSU
"Often in my groups, like my
eating disorder or stupid disease
groups, the problem of drug or alcohol abuse will become apparent," Steinberg said. "We often
deal with these problems within
the context of those groups."

Wall said that she believes a
major problem is that there is a lot
of alcohol consumption on campus,
even if it doesn’t lead to alcoholism.

If there appears to be a need
For certain groups, SJSU attempts
to form one, said Kathleen Wall,
director of counseling services.
Last semester, she said, there was
a group for adult children of alcholics,

"The meetings will be like any
other AA meeting except that it
will be held on campus and geared
for students," Sivertsen said.
All the counselors agree that
there needs to be an increased
awareness of the problem of drug
and alcohol abuse.

"There is more of a problem in
drinking than in alcoholism per
se," she said.
"A lot of times people make
jokes," Wall said. "It’s sort of expected in college for people to
drink.
"What is needed is a knowledge of moderation and understanding of what moderation is."
she emphasized.
In order to increase the knowledge about alcoholism and drug
abuse, Steinberg is laying the
ground work for the forming of a
task force. The task force would
consist of SJSU faculty, counseling
staff, and students who would create prevention and awareness programs.
Given that programs die de-

Photo illustration by Daily photographers Steve Alden and Dean Mc Cluskev
veloped, Steinberg said that they
would request a grant to pay for
them. She eventually plans to
apply for a grant or establish a
task force to help initiate such a
program.
If a service is not available at
the counseling services, the counselors will provide information on
a treatment source in the area.
For example, the family services on campus offer a program
called Las Camardes. O’Connor
Hospital in San Jose and El Camino Hospital, in Mountain View,
also offer drug and alcohol abuse
programs.
The Care Unit at the San Jose
Hospital on East Santa Clara
Street offers an extensive program, which a spokesman at the
hospital, said is the best program
in the area.

"There is a free referral service," she said. "A person will receive free psychiatric advice or
counseling. The person’s problem
will be evaluated and the best program, not just at the hospital but in
the area, will be found for them."
If a person is considered best
suited for the services at the San
Jose Hospital, and can afford the
$3,000 to $10,000 charge, they will
undergo a 30-day rehabilitation
program, the spokesman said.
First he or she will be in the
hospital for a few days for detoxication from the substance. Then
the person will stay in a dorm -type
environment where he or she will
undergo various classes and lectures as well as therapy to deal
with the problem. Financial
agents and lawyers are also available.
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GALA helps homosexuals adjust to SJSU
By Phil Loomis
Homosexuality is a very personal subject. Though many people today are admittedly homosexual, there are countless others who
remain "in the closet," playing the
role of a "straight" to avoid the
prejudice and discrimination they
would face were they to come out.
Admitting their sexuality to
others can cause homosexuals
great mental anguish if they are
rejected or shunned by family and
friends. The process of "coming
out" could isolate them from other
people.
The Gay and Lesbian Alliance
at SJSU, is a campus organization
designed to help these individuals
and to organize the homosexual
community.
Wiggsy Sivertsen. faculty adviser for the group, says that
GALA’s primary function is "to
provide a place for gay and lesbian
students to meet and be together:
to support each other and to find
out about issues and what’s going
on in their community in ( this
country’s) oppressive environment."
There are currently anywhere
from 20 to 40 people active in the
group, the count varying from
meeting to meeting.
r-

Community acceptance sought
Laura Sprague, one of the
original members who helped
form the current organization in
the spring of 1983, says that a
major goal of GALA is to make it
more accessible to the students.
"We want to make it more
mainstream, and involve other
students," she explains.
Melody Smith, co-president of
the group, explains that the group
would like to "educate the SJSU
community and ourselves. We
want to offer a safe environment
for people to come where they
won’t feel threatened. We would
also like to work with other schools
in the area."
Another immediate goal of the
organization is to respond to SJSU
President Gail Fullerton’s handling of discrimination by the ROTC
program. According to Sivertsen.
Fullerton is "hiding behind the
skirts of the chancellor" and not
responding to the issue in a satisfactory manner.
"The problems that gays run
into are more subtle," Sivertsen
says. "They have classes (on campus) where they only talk about

heterosexual relationships and not
gays.
"There is a conscious kind of
prejudice. Many faculty members
still feel that homosexuality is an
illness or a disturbance, even some
of the psychology professors, and
they characterize them as deviants."
Lesbian women must often
overcome the added pressures of
cultural training when facing the
issue of homosexuality. In our so-

ciety women are supposed to be
wives and mothers, and many lesbians do want to be mothers, Sivertsen says.
"Women experience the same
problems on campus as in the community," she explains. "Basically
there is a fair amount of prejudice,
a kind of male attitude that if

women aren’t interested in men,
there must be something wrong
with them. But they are women, so
they face the same issues as other
women."
GALA has been active on campus for about ten years, Sivertsen
said.
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W. ..1nti Reynolds:
Ctit. chancellor finds
ways to juggle family
commitments with
professional obligations.

Hard work
guides
Reynolds’
career path
By J. G. Griswold
She may have commitments to the California
State University system, but Chancellor W. Ann
Reynolds says she doesn’t forget her obligations to
her family.
Reynolds is married and has a son, 13, and a
daughter, 17.
Although her work schedule can be demanding, Reynolds said time is allotted for her children.
She makes certain to see her children perform or
participate in school activities. Recently she took a
red-eye flight back East in order to see her son perform in band concert.
"I do things like that so I can attend their
events," she said.
The days can be long for the top CSU adminstrator who has held the position of chancellor for
more than three years.
"Any woman who has children and who works
is working terribly hard," Reynolds said. "I think I
am no different from every other woman who has
children and works. You just do
it.
"I’ve bought a great deal of
groceries after midnight at all
night grocery stores," said
Reynolds.
Besides being chancellor,
Reynolds can list several other
accomplishments. She is a
member of 14 professional organizations, and in 1962, completed her doctorate in zoology.
Reynolds has been a higher
education administrator since
1977 when she was named associate vice chancellor for research and dean of the graduate college at the University of
Illinois Medical Center.
Ann
As a child, her parents encouraged both her and her sis
ter to pursue their ambitions. Ultimately, after
years of wanting to become a veternarian. Reynolds followed the same career path as both of her
parents and became a professor. Her father was in
academic adminstration and her mother was a
teacher.
"They were always most encouraging if I or
my sister would indicate any interest in any career
at all," she said. "They would take us to where it
was being performed."
She said it is difficult to judge whether she had
to work harder than a man to get to her position.
Her motto may be work hard and be agressive.
"When I look around at our (CSU male or female) presidents, they are very hard-working,"
she said.
"There are many people who work terribly
hard all their lives, They are just hard workers.
There are other people who lazed off all the time,"
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Reynolds said. "Most of the male colleagues who I
have worked with and who are good adminstra tors, researchers or teachers have had to work as
hard as! have.
"There are people in my profession who do not
work as hard as I do. There are probably some who
work harder than I do."
She said it doesn’t matter whether someone is
a male or female "both need to work hard if they
want to be successful."
"For many years, when I was teaching and
doing research, my colleagues were also very successful doing teaching and doing research. They
also worked very hardas well," she said.
"The additional thing that the a woman has is
the home responsibility," Reynolds said. "If you
consider net hours per week, women are always
working harder."
However, she said sho could not judge what advantages and disadvantages she has experienced
as a woman chancellor.
"I don’t look at things that way," she said. "I
just look at the work needed to
be done and try to do my best at
it."
Meeting a woman chancellor of a 19-campus system can
make some people uneasy at
first.
"I think when some people
first meet me they are surprised, or not used to working
with a woman, but after the
first 30 minutes! think that feeling generally goes away," she
said.
This reaction to her gender
happens so much that she
doesn’t even think about it any
more.
Reynolds
For those who want to follow in her successful footsteps.
she advises young women to take math courses.
She said women currently lack the same math
skills that successful men have.
"Sociologically, girls are embarrassed if they
are good in math or science. They tend to take
themselves out of math and science courses in high
school," she said. "When that happens, by the time
they get to college, they really don’t have the option of going into engineering, physics or chemistry, or many fields which require strong math
skills."
Reynolds believes parents should stress to
their daughters the importance of being a aggressive and going after opportunities. She believes
this is the key to becoming a successful individual:
"It’s very important to indicate to young
women that there are a wide variety of opportunities available to them. They need to think about
them all and go after them aggressively."

’I think when some
people first meet
me they are . . .not
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goes away.’
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SJSU president
faced many
in her personal
success story
By Chuck Carroll
You don’t become the president of a large
university if you’re timid about taking risks.
Especially if you’re a woman. SJSU President
Gail Fullerton agrees.
"I think the constraints we put on ourselves
are greater than any that anyone outside ever put
on us," she said.
She believes women may have to take some
chances in order to succeed.
"I think you have to be willing to take risks,
and very often, the way we were raised as girls we
were taught not to be risk takers," Fullerton said.
"When you’re moving through your career, you
must be willing to take a calculated risk or you’ll
never take that new job, launch a new career, or
move to a new part of the country. You don’t have
to cling to what’s safe."
In her career Fullerton certainly never put
limitations on her own success.
"When I became president of the university,
which was in 1978, I had a sense that no one had a
clear picture in their mind of what a woman
university president ought to be like, and that
meant I was free to carve it out as I chose," she
said.
When she was
dean in 1972, only
about five women held that job, Fulllerton said.
"Everybody had a picture in their heads of
what a graduate dean was like," she said. "He
wore a tweed jacket with elbow patches and
smoked a large pipe and maybe he’s balding a
little bit.
"I didn’t know what to thinks woman in that
role would look like or have to measure up to
someone else’s preconceptions," she said. "I have
always found that an interesting opportunity to
have, to be able to structure a role to suit your
vision of it. I think that’s fun."
As the youngest of six children, Fullerton said
she was pampered by her siblings.
"It’s a wonder [didn’t grow up absolutely
spoiled rotten," Fullerton said.
Growing up in the quiet university town of
Lincoln, Neb., Fullerton spent much of her time at
the local museums of history and natural science.
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life as a mother if her children were still small.
"But both my son and daughter have long
since grown and gone on their own, and that’s not
such a problem. My husband is very
understanding," Fullerton said.,"When I’m home
for dinner, that’s fine. When I’m gone.! let him
know. So there’s really not much family life in a
job that as often as not requires evening and
weekend commitments."
A one time Fullerton felt torn about her
family life when her daughter admitted that
although she wanted a career, she did not want as
many demands on her time as her mother had.
"My first thought was that she was telling me
she’d been neglected, and then I realized she was
just saying she doesn’t want to put in 75 hour
weeks," Fullerton said.
Asked about the major accomplishments of
women in the past 20 years, she chuckled, "Well,
29 years. to me. is a relatively recent time span. If
you take a little farther back, in the period from
about World War!! on, women were very much
needed in the work force.
"People think of Rosie the Riveter, but we had
several billions of men in the service. The
economy would have simply ground to a halt if
women hadn’t gone into the factories and taken
the jobs men had always held," she said. "It
really opened up for the first time a great range of
opportunities. World War two opened up a lot of
doors that have remained open."
She cited as examples the university
programs, especially the professional schools,
where women are no longer uncommon.
As for her influence on young women today.
Fullerton said she doesn’t often think about being
a role model.
"I suppose to some degree ( that being a
woman instead of a man) inevitably has some
influence on my perceptions simply because we
are enculturated differently," she said. "But!
think you have to realize that the academic world,
where I’ve spent most of my life, has its own form
of encultura lion. The fact that I’ve been a
professor, a dean and a vice-president have
colored my perceptions much more than my being
a woman."

Meeting with the
Executive Vice
President, J.
Handel Evans,
( top left) is
routine in the life
of the SJSU
President Gail
Fullerton, in her
Tower Hall office
(above).At left
she conducts one
of her twice-a month news
conferences with
student reporters.
Daily staff photographs
by Steve Alden
and Julia Tranchina
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Virginia O’Reilly’,
coordinator of the Re-Entry
Advisory Program counsels
students who are returning
to school. One of the main
goals of the program is to
insure that schooling AA ill
meet the personal and
professional goals of reentry students. The program
was established twelve
years ago to meet a new
wave of students returning
to school who had dropped
out during the 60s. Bay Area
companies support many of
their employees who wish to
return to SJSU and REAP
helps them assimiliate to the
campus environment. Sixty
percent of the people who
visited the center last year
were women, according to
O’Reilly.
Patrick Fredrickson
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Fewer 18 to 21 -year-olds attending SJSU;
re-entry program enrollment growing yearly
By Christine Frankendal
Re-entry students could be the
hope of the university, said Vir
ginia O’Reilly, coordinator of the
Program
Advisory
Re-Entry
( REAP).
As enrollments are declining
and fewer 18 to 21 -year-olds attend
SJSU, older people need and want
higher education which may help
offset the trend of declining enrollment. And, companies in the bay
area are behind them.
"The number of students coming back to school has consistently
increased over the last 15 years."
O’Reilly said as she sipped her coffee. "At first there were mostly
women who wanted to enter the
job market, who had been at home
raising children, and who sometimes were divorced and had to become self-supporting. Sometimes
they just finally had enough time
for themselves that they were able
to finish college."
Last year’s statistics show
that 60 percent of the 1,582 people
who visited the REAP through office appointments, were women.
"There’s been this tremendous change in terms of women in
the paid labor market," O’Reilly
said. "And it has become a major
social move in our time for women
not to stay home and care for
your children all the time, but
rather, continue with (a) career."
The REAP was founded about
twelve years ago by former coordinator Phyllis Suthpen. When Suthpen passed away in August,
O’Reilly worked as a team with
three re-entry advisers; student
assistants Lisa Arieta, Diane Martinez and intern Joanne Cutting,
who are all in graduate counseling
programs.

REAP helps older students reach educational goals
The program has become a
model for other re-entry programs
in the state, O’Reilly said. Other
colleges were facing the same issues as SJSU and a mold of students were coming back to school
with different needs than continuing students.
"We see a lot of people who
dropped out during the 60s and 70s
because school just wasn’t relevant," she said. "They didn’t think
they needed it. And now they are
finding that they really want to go
back in order to learn all the
things, and sort of pick up what
they missed."
Though REAP was originally
established as part of Students
Programs and Services, it was
moved to Counseling Services in
November.
The REAP staff is helped by
counselors interested in working
with support groups of older students. REAP also operates with
the Career Center in getting older
students involved in their career
exploration workshops.
The REAP does not try to do
any intense personal counseling.
"It’s very nice to have a very
good counseling staff working directly with us," O’Reilly said.
"That’s one advantage of being
here, the location is much better.
Sometimes the students really do
have problems. They are going to
a terrible divorce and they have financial and academic problems,
and are trying to balance this
whole act together.
"We are mostly helping people
who have been out of school for a

long time in deciding how what
they have done before would best
fit in with what kind of programs
San Jose State offers . .,"
O’Reilly said."We advise students
who are interested in continuing
education programs and disqualified students who want to get back
help people clarify
in the school
what they want
"And we do a lot of listening,
pointing out some alternatives that
we see that the students might not
have thought of, and interpret
things like the G.E. requirements."
With the transitional job market more and more men and
women looked into new careers.
Technology had changed what
they were doing and they needed
more training and degrees,
O’Reilly said.
"It suddenly became all right
to change fields," O’Reilly said.
"For a long time people had this
myth that you just decided what
you wanted to do when you were in
high school and college and you did
it forever.
"People realize that you are
not a failure if you decide that you
have been a school teacher for ten
years and want to do something
else."
In 1974, O’Reilly started career workshops with teams of
other people to help teachers look
at career alternatives.
"In the 70s there were too
many teachers and not enough
children. We gave workshops for
eight years and they were very
successful. People thought it was a

great help for them," she said.
"We brought them speakers; former teachers who had made various kinds of career switchs and
who could tell people first-hand
what they liked about what they
did, and how to make a career
change like that; what kind of
skills they needed and how to present them. A lot of people made
major changes afterwards."
REAP sponsors a daytime and
an evening orientation program
before the beginning of each semester inviting new students 25years and older. Some of the staff
memmbers from Admissions and
Records attend to help people who
have not been totally admitted to
the university.
Basic information is given on
anything ranging from the registration process to local security.
During the academic year of
1983/84, about 1,850 people atmeetings.
orientation
tended
O’Reilly said the meetings have
and
helpful
and
been very popular
the numbers of students attending
so high that they consider sponsoring additional programs beginning
next semester.
O’Reilly has developed a
newsletter, Re-Entry News, which
is sent out three times a semester
to students who have visited the office or are on their mailing list
through the orientation programs.
The newsletter, which has a cirulcation of about 4,500, among
other things, points out important
deadlines.
"A lot of the re-entry students

come to campus in the evening,"
O’Reilly said, "and they don’t get
to see things like the Spartan Daily
and regular communication channels. So that’s another reason we
have found the newsletter to be
helpful."
The Brown-Bag-Lunch Series
is sponsored by REAP and started
last fall as a way for re-entry students to meet each other, feel
more part of the university and
make contacts on campus.
O’Reilly started as assistant
dean of women at SJSU 20 years
ago. With her master’s in counseling psychology from Stanford University, she has been actively involved in counseling since. She
received her music bachelor’s degree from Oregon and once performed as a violinist with the San
Jose Symphony Orchestra.
"Eleven years ago I married a
man with four children and house
in Los Gatos and all these things,"
she said. "I was working full time
at the university and playing in the
symphony. It never occurred to
me that I would not be able to continue do this.
"Then one night I fell asleep at
the wheel while on my way to rehearsal and I knew I had to cut out
of something. So. I cut out the symphony and I cut down the job down
to half time."
"Most of the companies
around here really encourage their
employees to come back to
school," she said. "They opt them
to finish their degrees so they can
get promoted. Or they want them
to pick up a few additional skills.
They want their engineers to learn
how to read and write English."
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Tying home to academia
offers new life for women
Community involvement helps with culture shock
By Mariann Hansen
Women who return to college
after many years face a culture
shock as they attempt to make
time for classes, homework, children. husbands and housework.
SJSU students Mary Howe and
Suzan Dunaway demonstrate that
wives and mothers in their 30s can
return to college and do it well.
Howe and Dunaway are examples of the many women at SJSU
and at colleges throughout the
country who are returning to
school after they’ve already established a family life. Both agree
that its a matter of setting priorities in order to succeed as a student. wife and mother.
Howe, 35, is a sociology major
and along with being wife to husband Bill and mother to Jimmy,
she also is a volunteer at the Peninsula Network for battered
women in Mountain View.
"I am a three-quarter time
student," she said. "I can’t go fulltime because I have other jobs that
take 24 hours a day, like being a
parent. Life is more complicated
now because you have to be available if your kid is sick.
"I’m fairly liberated and I’m
not hemmed in. I have obligations
that I put on myself. My family is
very important to me."
Howe Volunteers 15 hours a
week at the Peninsula Support
Network. She started volunteering
through a field study class she was
taking at Mission College. Helping
battered women is important to
her.
"I think women have to help
other women because it seems the
only source of help there is, is from
each other." she said. "If we don’t
help each other, we’re the next victim. It’s a non-violent way to ge
out of violence."
Dunaway, 33, is a senior soda
science major and she plans to
earn a teaching credential. She
has been married 13 years to husband James and has two children.
Jesse, 12 and Anna -Lee, 10.
"I have to balance out family
life and school," she said. "I didn’t
have any problems that 1 didn’t
forsee. I just have the regular
problems, like how to squish six
hours of housework into two
hours."
Dunaway is a full-time student, this semester she is carrying
18 units. She has slowly had to cut
some of her social obligations.
"By my fourth semester I
dropped everything," she said. "I
noticed I dropped obligations more
out of comfort than out of necessity. I just realized what I had to
do. It was a slow change identifying the change that had to take
place from mother to student. It’s
important for me because I value
both."
Howe said the transition from
home -life to college was easier
than she anticipated. She said she
felt different because there wasn’t

anyone in her classes over 20 years
old, except for the professor.
"I have to work twice as hard
to make up," Howe said. "I
haven’t had to rearrange a test
yet. But I heard other women who,
when their kids got sick, had to
beg, borrow and plead with the
professor to take the test over.
"The professors here are very
tolerant of mothers bringing their
children to class, I have to give
them credit."
Women who wish to return to
school after years of absence are

’I’m glad I’m not
going crazy sitting
at home.’
Suzan Dunaway
encouraged to today, Howe said.
"Older women seem to be
doing better," she said. "They
come back because they want to.
It’s their decision, not their parents and they want to prove something to themselves."
"I thought I was too old to
come back," she said. "I thought I
might be entering the realm of senility and didn’t know as many
older women. But it was pleasant
to find and identify with other
women. I didn’t feel strange, I felt
comfortable right away."
On the other hand. Dunaway

said she had a difficult time getting started and registering. She
got lost in the process and didn’t
understand the university system.
"It was like being thrown into
a den of lions and I was trying to
get out alive," she said. "1 didn’t
make very good use of re-entry
program and I probably should
have."
Dunaway said she always
wanted to come back to school. She
said one of the reasons she waited
was because of her husband.
"He was skeptical of higher
education," she said. "Most people
he knew who went to college were
snobs and he didn’t want me to be
a snob. One day he said to me, ’go
back.’
"We were separated for a
while and he wanted me to get an
education so if we stayed separated I could get a job."
Both Howe and Dunaway attended community college before
coming to SJSU. Howe went to
Mission College, San Jose for
years and Dunaway went to
DeAnza, West. Valley and Foothill
colleges.
Coming back to school has
made Howe happy to be out of the
house.
"I’m glad I’m not going crazy
sitting at home," Howe said. "You
can only dust so many times."
Dunaway agreed.
"I think you feel more out of it
by staying home," Dunaway said.
"I felt out of circulation when I
was at home."
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Sandy Casillas, Jacqui Kaufman and Mary Ann
Vrista work out of SJSUs Women’s Center.

Center gives
women support
By Beth Johnson
Women need a place to
talk, study and develop an
awareness of women and their
issues. The SJSU Women’s Center is on campus to provide support to women in good times as
well as bad.
The center was established
in 1972 as a supplemental program to the Women’s Studies
department. Originally housed
in the now defunct Building Z,
the center operates presently in
ADM 208, a small 10- by 12-foot
office. It has undergone many
organizational, as well as physical changes.
In 1972 the Women’s Center
offered programs such as
"Men’s Rap Night," when n n
came to the center for meetir s
to talk about their feelings on
women and women’s issues. In
1976, the center housed a used
clothing shop for the needy.
Today’s Women’s Center
offers referral services for selfdefense seminars, childbirth
classes, legal counseling, and a
rape crisis hotline.
The Women’s Center has
four women acting as coordinators of the group. Three of the
four individuals perform under
the classification of work study.
Sandy Casillas, Roberta Almerez and Jacqui Kaufman,
full-time SJSU students, fill the
work study positions. In addition Nancy Diercksmeier,a
graduate Social Science student, serves as the fourth coordinator.
Diercksmeier said that although the center itself is small
the group performs a valuable
function as a liason between organizations and services for
and about women and the university.
"We offer information and
referral to the whole community, not just the SJSU campus,
about services that are available to women," Diercksmeier
said.
Kaufman said that lack of
space is presently a big problem.
"We really need more room

to be able to meet the needs of
more women," Kaufman said.
The center is presently in
quarters separate from the
Women’s Center library that is
being housed temporarily in the
department of Women’s Studies
annex ( room DMH 240).
The library consists of
books for, by, and about
women, Kaufman said.
"There are textbooks, research papers, and periodicals
all pertinent to women." she
said.
According to Diercksmeier
and Kaufman, other university
campuses offer women’s center
programs similar to SJSU’s.
"The lucky ones are funded
enough to have full time staff
positions while others are
funded like ours through A.S.,"
Kaufman said.
The number of women who
visit the center daily varies,
Diercksmeier said.
"We usually have about 2530 women stop by and about the
same number of people call the
center
each
day,"
Diercksmeier said.
The center is presently
staffed from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m.
every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday and from 2 to 5 p.m.
every Monday. Tuesday and
Thursday.
The Women’s Center isn’t
the only place on campus for
women to find counseling or
support services.
Counseling Services located in ADM 223 offers women
and men individual therapy,
emergency counseling, and
drop-in academic counseling.
Jill Steinberg, Training Director for Counseling Services,
said that basic counseling services and communication skills
workshops for heterosexual and
homosexual couples are sponsored by the center,
Steinberg said that Counseling Services provides information and referral services to
students who may not find it
elsewhere on campus.
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Vicci Smith, former president of the San Francisco State chapter of Zeta Phi Beta discusses sorority rush
with SJSU’s current
chapter president Sharon Moore.

Black sorority guides women toward careers
By Paul Ruffner

.011

When Latressa Wilson-Afford
left SJSU in 1983, she expected to
have trouble finding a job in journalism.
"I wasn’t really an ’excellent
journalism student’ when here on
campus," Wilson-Alford admitted.
"1 thought I wasn’t good enough in
my field, so I got a job at Macy’s."
When Wilson-Alford became
pregnant with her daughter, she
left Macy’s because it was too tiring. Soon after, to Wilson-Alford’s
surprise, good luck mixed with encouragement from her sorority,
Eta Phi Beta, landed her a job on
the San Francisco Sun Reporter.
Encouraging black women to
complete college and establish a
successful career in the "real
world" are some of the goals of
Eta Phi Beta, a professional sorority established in Detroit in-1934 by
11 women and chartered at SJSU
in 1980.
Any woman who sympathizes
with promoting business among
minorities and high school students meets the criteria for becoming an Eta Phi Betan, WilsonAlford, chaplain and treasurer of
the sorority said.
When she received a phone
call from the San Francisco Sun

Reporter’s manager, Wilson-Alford expected little more than an
offer to work as a reporter for the
newspaper where she completed
her college internship.
"But I was surprised when the
manager told me he wanted me to
work as an editor, not a reporter,"
Wilson-Alford said with excitement. "I thought it was going to be
one newspaper and it turned out to
be seven."
She had doubts about whether
she could handle editing the newspaper’s seven metropolitan affiliates, but with encouragement
from her husband and an Eta Phi
Beta sorority sister, Wilson-Afford
decided to take the job.
Wilson-Afford, a sorority sister since 1982:recently won a state
prize from the organization, "Outstanding Young Woman of America," and is now a finalist for the
national prize. Winners are listed
ins type of "Who’s Who."
Careers of some of the campus
Eta Phi Beta members include
bank manager, child counselor
and post office worker. Wilson-Alford, the mother of an eight month-old girl, is now on leave
from the Sun Reporter and has the

option to go back.
When not caring for her
daughter, she freelances and participates in sorority activities.
"I found that it’s better to go
ahead and first have your children
and then go back to work," she
said.
Wilson-Afford said she found
her daughter to be more sickly and
more introverted during a period
of staying at a child care center.
"When you work and put your
baby in child care, you’re sacrificing something, she said. "I’d
rather sacrifice my job than my
child."
Wilson-Alford’s interest in
children extends beyond her
household to the sorority. Every
year Eta Phi Beta sponsors a picnic for troubled children from broken homes.
The sorority is also concerned
with minority high school and college students, who are encouraged
through various programs and
guest panels to be confident in
themselves and pursue a career.
The scholastic aptitude of women
interests the sorority’s 25 members the most. Eta Phi Beta requires pledges to have at least a 2.5
grade point average and sophomore standing. The sorority offers

a scholarship every year and tries
to make black women more aware
of the careers available to them. A
majority of the members are SJSU
graduates and have jobs.
Last year’s president, Kimberly Bradford-Shoulders, an administration of justice graduate of
SJSU, worked as a "guardian
angel" in San Francisco before
marrying and moving to Spain to
pursue a career using her bilingual
skills.
A college education has definitely given black women better
chances of getting jobs, Wilson-Alford said. Employers and community members are also attracted to
resumes that indicate involvement
in clubs and organizations, she
said. Eta Phi Beta is now encouraging its members to expand their
views by becoming more involved
in outside groups and political interests.
Sorority members have shown
interest in joining San Jose’s Garden City Women’s Club, a black
women’s organization that addresses various social and political
issues, Wilson-Alford said.
A close affiliate of the sorority
is the National Council of Negro
Women.
"The council tries to encourage the government to pass legis-

lature in favor of women," she
said.
Locally, Eta Phi Beta is
chiefly concerned with political issues such as apartheid, Ethiopian
poverty and comparable pay/equal worth.
"Often when women compete
in male-dominated fields, men expect women to be doing secretarylike work," Wilson-Alford said, explaining part of the comparableworth problem. "They end up
doing work not officially established in their job and for less
money than men."
Black women are doubly discriminated against in the workplace, she said.
"As far as being women, people feel you can’t do the job. As far
as being black, they feel you’ve
just been put ins job because of affirmative action, Wilson-Alford
said. "They don’t look at your abilities."
Black women may not always
be treated equally with men on the
job, but Wilson-Alford said that at
home she and her husband respect
each other’s abilities and share the
housework.
"He watches my daughter and
we take turns cooking and cleaning," she said. "In a black housecontinued on page 13
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Sorority assists
Right to abortions
educational goals faces renewed threat

By Paul Ruffner
When Zeta Phi Beta Sorority
was organized in 1920 at Howard
University in Washington, D.C., its
founders hoped that the sorority
would encourage women all over
the world to pursue "finer womanhood, sisterly love, scholarship
and community service."
Today Zeta Phi Beta members
continue to pursue their organization’s goals by working together as
"sisters" to encourage one another, as well as women in the
community, to get good grades in
college, graduate and embark on a
career.
our
"Zetas are workers
thrust is education," said Stella
Bronson, the SJSU sorority chapter’s adviser and curriculum coordinator for Alum Rock School District. Bronson received a master’s
degree in elementary administration at SJSU in 1972.
Unusual circumstances led to
Bronson’s original involvement in
the sorority and later to her position as the local adviser of the 15member chapter. According to
Bronson. during her years at San
Francisco State University she
was never a "joiner." She explored various sororities but decided they weren’t for her.
"In those days you just studied." Bronson said with a sad
laugh. "There was no time for
fun."
She said she was disenchanted
with sorority members who told
her with arrogant looks that
pledges needed to be of the "upper
crust." Not until 1978 did Bronson
consider becoming a member of
the sorority’s graduate chapter in
San Francisco after encouragement from a friend.
"I felt like! had kind of missed
something," she said. "Joining it
gave me a chance to keep ties with
the city because !grew up there."
Sharon Moore, a broadcasting
major and president of SJSU’s
chapter, contacted Bronson in 1982
and asked her to be the sorority’s
adviser.
"I was called because I was
the only active graduate member
living in San Jose," Bronson said.
Bronson is currently forming a
graduate chapter for the San Jose
area. "Once they graduate, they
need a graduate chapter to join,"

she said. "That’s backbone support."
Early in high school, Zeta Phi
Beta prepares potential members
for college life. Interested students
join the Archonette Club, a subgroup regularly visited by the college sorority sisters, known as
archonians. Archonian means "superior to angels." Moore said.
"We start them off in high
school telling them about the advantages of going to college, or at
least trade school," Moore said.
"Freshmen join the Whiz Club.
Once they know enough about the
sorority, they can pledge."
Zeta Phi Beta is open to
women of all races and creeds,
Moore said. But unlike other sororities, one strict rule is less emphasis on socialization and parties
and more emphasis on scholarship, she said.
"Partying is not a top priority," Moore said.
Last semester Moore and her
sorority sisters heard that many
black students were dropping out
of college. To encourage students
to stay in school, the sorority sponsored a minority forum of successful business people who had graduated from college and had
successful careers.
Vicci Smith, an advertising
transfer student from USF and former president of Zeta Phi Beta in
San Francisco, said she grew disenchanted with college and took
off some time in her sophomore
year. It took encouragement from
her sorority family for her to return to college.
To Smith, Zeta Phi Beta is like
"a
a substitute for one’s family
support system."
"It (the sorority) has kept my
interest in something other than
homework and work," she said.
"It breaks up the monotony."
Smith said the sorority has
also given her a new incentive for
graduating from college. She expects to graduate from SJSU in
spring 1986 and go on to a career as
an account executive for an advertising agency.
"When you see pour sisters
getting out of school and going on
into work, it gives you something
to look forward to," Smith said enthusiastically. "It’s a light at the
end of the tunnel."

Eta Phi Beta encourages women
continued from page 12
hold, the women and men have to
he equal because men usually
don’t make enough so the wives
have to work."
Black women are now aware
of opportunities to do more than
Just cleaning jobs. Wilson -Alford
said
She and her husband have no
plans for more children in the near
future. Wilson-Alford’s husband is
an economics graduate and someday she’d like to go to graduate
school and study his field.
"We’ve always talked about
opening up some kind of business

together," Wilson -Alford said in a
reflective manner. "He could use
his economics and I could use my
journalism knowledge."
But for now she’d like to continue writing at home until her
daughter turns one -year-old and
help other minority women to feel
confident in themselves through
work with Eta Phi Beta.
"Since I’m doing freelancing
again, I feel an inner usefulness
again," Wilson -Alford said confidently. "I am an example that you
in
can make it. There are jobs
journalism. You just have to be patient."

Roe vs. Wade may be overturned or limited in scope
By Eric Rice
The battle lines over abortion have never been more distinct than in recent months.
Abortion clinic bombings, public
demonstrations by both sides
and medical advances have set
the stage for what could be a reversal of the 1973 Supreme Court
decision allowing abortions.
In 1973 the Supreme Court
ruled in Roe vs. Wade that abortions could legally be performed
up through the third month of
pregnancy.
Anti -abortionists, or "prolife" advocates, have been feverishly active in the past year, including making the issue an important one in the presidential
campaign. Led by the new right,
pro-life advocates have intensified their contention that abortion is murder.
Abortion proponents, or
"pro-choice" advocates, which
had not seen this potent a threat
before, have in turn made themselves more visible.
Spokesmen for both sides
have commented that they believe the Court will either reverse the decision or limit its
scope.
Sandy Bowers, director of
the Pregnancy Counseling Center in San Jose believes the influence of a pro-life president could
drastically change the Court’s
position.
"I don’t what will happen,"
she said, "if he can swing the
court to ultra -conservative."
Jane Lucid, director of the
Roman Catholic Diocese of San
Jose, said that with advances in
medical care she believes the
Court will review its decision
and rule against abortions.
Although the court upheld
the 1973 ruling two years ago,
several factors have developed
since, which will probably force
the court to re-examine its earlier decision.
Since the Court’s ruling sev
eral advances in prenatal care
have obscured the cut-off point
which the court believed a fetus
could be viable outside the
womb. Not only are surgeons are
now able to determine birth defects in a fetus as early as the
17th week through amniocentisis, but they are able to operate
to correct them.
Another device, a sonogram,
which can show doctors and prospective parents detailed pictures of the fetus is also utilized
to detect defects. Abortion foes
recently used the sonogram in
an anti -abortion movie entitled.
"The Silent Scream." Through
the sonogram, the film shows a
fetus being aborted. Abortion
supporters claim the film sensationalizes the process and that
fetuses can’t scream.
Bowers, who said she has
seen sonograms before said "I
haven’t even seen a thumb,

There are several places in the
San Jose area which offer pregnancy counseling:
...SJSU Student Health Services offers free pregnancy testing and counseling. Appointments can be made from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday at 277-3329 or in the Health
Building, room 106. Health Services also offers referral services
for abortions, adoption and financial assistance.
...The Women’s Community
Clinic, located at 696 E. Santa
Clara St. across from San Jose
Hospital, provides pregnancy
testing, counseling and abortion
facilities. It is open from
10:30a.m. to 7:30 p.m., Monday
and Thursday, 9 a.m. to 4:30
p.m., Tuesday, Wednesday and
Friday, and 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Saturday on a walk-in basis. Call
Sylvia Moreno at 287-4090 for an
appointment.
Family Planning Alternatives, located at 2324 Montpelier
Ave., San Jose and 505 W. Olive
Ave., Sunnyvale, provides testing and counseling. Both offices
are open from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday. The
San Jose office can be reached at
272-5822; the Sunnyvale office at
739-5151.
...The Diocese of San Jose, a
Roman Catholic organization,
located at 7600 St. Joseph St.,
Los Altos, offers pregnancy
counseling. Call Jane Lucid, director of family life, at (415) 9678670.
...The Pregnancy Consultation Center. located at 5150
Graves Ave., San Jose, provides
pregnancy testing, counseling
and abortion facilities. Call 2552773 for an appointment.
...The Center for Life at
O’Connor Hospital, 2105 Forest
Ave., San Jose, provides counseling. Call 947-2727 for information.
much less one being sucked," in
fetuses before the 26th week.
A former abortion supporter
has been swayed, though. Bernard Nathanson, a doctor and
founder of the National Abortion
Rights Action League 15 years
ago, has since become an adamant pro-lifer, however, and
recently said he attributed the
sonogram with his change of attitude.
premature
Additionally,
birth care in hospitals has increased the viability to below the
point the Court set. Fetuses have
been born as early as the 24th
week and survived.
Another factor which will influence abortion is the changes
the Supreme Court will probably
undergo during President Reagan’s second term, Three of the
justices which voted in the majority are at least 75 years old

and may retire. If Reagan does
get the chance to appoint any
justices, he has expressed his
commitment against abortion as
a strong one. Also, the New Right, which held a lot of sway in
the forming of the Republican
platform last year, will surely
push for anti -abortion appointments.
The vote was 6-3 in 1973, so
the appointment of two conservative justices could swing the
tide against legal abortions.
Whether the court changes
its mind or not, San Jose State
University won’t directly feel its
effects according to Oscar Battle, spokesman for the on-campus Student Health Services.
The Health Services and
Counseling offices do not perform abortions, but do offer pregnancy counseling.
"We simply tell people.
medically, these are your options," Battle said.
If a woman suspects she’s
pregnant, Health Services will
perform a pregnancy test. If the
test is positive, Battle said, then
the office will sit down with her
and go over her options. If she
wants to keep the child, Battle
said the office will aid in finding
financial assistance. Battle also
counsels patients of adoption
and abortion possibilities.
"Some students don’t know
that there are alternatives," he
said. "We give them all the alternatives, but they have to
make the decision."
The number of women who
come to Health Services a is
very small percentage of the offices business. The office sees
about 200 patients a day, Battle
estimated. Since the beginmg
of the fall semester in late August, he said there have only
been 93 women who have Cometo for pregnancy testing and
counseling.
If or when the Supreme
Court decides to deal with the
abortion issue again no solution
will satisfy everybody. A recent
poll by Newsweek found that 58
percent of the population would
support a ban on abortions except in cases of rape, incest or
danger to the mother’s life.
The battle of semantics
which pits pro-choice proponents
against pro-life opponents is emblematic of the entire controversy engulfing abortions. By labeling themselves pro-choice.
abortion supporters are trying to
say that anti -abortionists are
dictatorial. The pro-life label on
the other hand portrays abortion
supporters as murderers.
Both sides believe the Bill of
Rights is on their side and both
sides opinions are so divergent
that the determination of when
an embryo or fetus becomes
human will always be a judgement call by irreconcilable viewpoints
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Disabled women set for success
By John Ramos
There are three special
women here at SJSU who are mixing in the academic world, are independent and determined to succeed, regardless of what nature
and fate has dealt them.
Mary Jane Delleck, Lisa
Inouye, and Alicia Sera all have
plans to graduate from SJSU and
seek rewarding careers. All three
are disabled.
Delleck, a senior majoring in
behavioral science, was a victim
of cerebral palsy at birth.
There were times when she
wanted to be out with other children. But she accepted her disability early in life. She was often a
victim of the cruelty of her playmates who often teased her about
her disability which required her
to use crutches and wear thick
glasses. Most of the time she used
her wheelchair to travel long distances.
"I learned to play hopscotch
on crutches so I could play with my
neighbors," said Delleck.
Mostly, though, she read a lot
and eventually developed a liking
for historical novels like "Shogun"
and "Lawrence of Arabia."
"My favorite author is Taylor
Caldwell, who wrote ’Captains and
Kings," Delleck said. "Her stories contain personal struggles
with ethics. She’s got guts and
she’c determinm "
When Delleck arrived at Sall
she said she was used to a big campus and accomodations for wheelchairs were suitable. She began to
concentrate on her studies and before she was able to get a degree
she got married and left school.
"I got a job at Four Phase Systems in Cupertino as a data entry
clerk," said Delleck. But her job
was eliminated after 14 months.
"I tried to work as a file clerk
but it didn’t work out because the
file cabinets were too high," she
said.
Eventually the job phased out
and so did her marraige.
"I tried to find work but employers seemed to doubt that I
could handle the physical end of
the work," she said. Those employers who looked at her resume
were encouraging on the phone but
discouraging after they saw she
was disabled.
"Are you dependable and mobile and do you have transportation were the most common questions," she said.
"I want to get my degree and
work in a job where I can counsel
and work with people," she said.
Delleck hopes a degree in behavioral science will give her the
skills to attain her goals.
Lisa Inouye was born deaf, but
she was two-years-old before her
parents realized she was deaf.
Inouye is a junior at SJSU, majoring in graphic arts. She’s also an
accomplished jazz dancer, an
award winning cheerleader in high
school, and a graphic artist.
"My grandmother told my
parents that there was something
wrong with me," Inouye said. "At
first they wouldn’t believe my
grandmother and when they took

different."
"I drive a van which is
equiped with a Scott System,
which was invented by Charlie
Scott in Los Angeles," said Sera.
The Scott System is a comHer mother, Corky, always en- puter system that allows disabled
people in wheelchairs to get in and
couraged the girls, Sera and her
of vehicles and to drive with a
sisters Patrice and Robbi, to be ac- out
push button system.
tive swimmers and cheerleaders.
Even though the van allows
"My mother was always driving us to practice or games," she her more independence Sera said
she is concerned about buildings
said. "The girls in the swimming
on campus without automatic
team always hung out together, we
doors. She cited the Business
had a lot of fun."
Tower and the Student Union as
Just a few weeks before the acplaces that are difficult to enter
cident she swam her best time.
when no one is around.
"I was very proud of that.
"I want to run my own child
"They sent a mental therapist
care center," Sera said.
to my hospital room and I didn’t
She plans to use her business
want to talk to him," Sera said.
management skills to establish the
She wanted to deal with the trabusiness. Eventually she wants to
gedy in her own way.
meet a nice young man that will be
"My family was a great supunderstanding of her special needs
port. They never treated me any she said.

Three SJS students are determined
to pursue careers despite handicaps
me to a doctor, he said there was
nothing wrong."
A second opinion determined
her to be almost totally deaf.
Richard F. Capano, associate
professor of SJSU Speech and
Hearing Center, said he worked
with Inouye when she was an infant in a pilot program for deaf
children.
"Lisa is an excellent lip
reader, even at a very young age,
she could read lips," said Capano.
He said Inouye "achieved beautifully" in what she trys and her parents have given her "great" support.
"Her parents never missed a
lesson," he said.
Inouye has been dancing since
she was three-years-old and she
was a cheer leader in Leigh High
School in Campbell. Her lip reading and writing skills enabled her
to enter regular school programs.
Sometimes people don’t realize
she’s deaf because of her lip reading skills.
"One time I had to argue two
hours with some guys to convince
them that I was really deaf," she
said. Many people in high school
didn’t realize she was disabled.
"There are some people who
avoid me when they realize that I
am deaf," she said.
"I was engaged to a hearing
boyfriend for four years and I
broke the engagement because of
the conflicts between our two different worlds," said Inouye.
She said her boyfriend did not
understand her special needs like
learning sign language and interpreting for friends.
"He didn’t want to get involved in activities for the deaf or
meet my deaf friends," she said.
Inouye’s expertise with sign
language makes her a good model
for demonstra- lions at events like
Disabled Awareness Day, which
was organized by SJSU Disabled
Student Service to educate mainstream and disabled people about
the world of disabled people.
"Sometimes I have to use my
hearing aids," said Inouye. "When
I dance (jazz and tap) I can hear
the strong beat of the music with
hearing aids."
Most of the time she does routines by memorizing the rhythm
and following the group.
She also uses her hearing aids
when she drives.
"I can hear sirens," she said,"But mostly I have to keep alert
and drive extra careful."
"I am in both (deaf and mainsworlds,"
tream)
said
Inouye. "Many people do not think
me a deaf person. They think I
speak with an (Japanese) accent."
She has always interacted
with mainstream people and is
very active in advancing awareness of the needs of the deaf. One
thing that she believes is that
movie theaters, playhouses and
television should have better serv-

ices for the deaf by providing subtitles in theaters and television and
more interpreters for plays and
other public events.
Inouye is a busy student and
keeps active in school and is a
member of SJSU Disabled Awareness Committee. She plans a career in graphic arts.
Alicia Sera, an SJSU junior
majoring in business management, was 14-years-old when a tragic accident on a Wyoming highway killed her mother, brother and
rendered her a quadriplegic for
life.
"I was active in swimming
and cheerleading before the accident," Sera said.
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Lisa Inouye, (above) was born
deaf and has been dancing since
she was three years old. A junior
at SJSU. Inouye now dances jazz
and tap. Alicia Sera (opposite
page) uses her van, which is
equipped to handle wheelchairs, to
go to school. Sera is a
quadriplegic. Sera and Mary Jane
Delleck (left) talk in front of the
Student Union. Delleck, a
behavioral science major, has had
cerebral palsy since birth.
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Women’s Studies encourages diverse roles
By J. M. Andermatt
Women’s Studies at SJSU offers an nationally -known program
which is only one of about ten such
programs in the country.
Jane Boyd, coordinator of
women’s studies, said that the diverse curriculum offers students
chances to design individual programs. She said it was created out
of student demand during ethnic
development in the early 70’s.
"As far as programs go, we’re
are one of the first in the nation.
We have led the way in recognizing
the reality of choices," Boyd said.
The program is designed to
recognize the multiplicity of women’s lives.
Women’s Studies offers a
minor and a master’s degree, and
a bachelor’s degree is offered in
social science or liberal studies,
with a woman’s emphasis.
Through minority studies, created because of an increase in ethnic awareness in the late 60s,
emerged the need for women’s
studies.
In the fall of 1971, New College,
an alternative education program
sponsored by the University in the
705. offered a few general education courses with women’s emphasis. Students and instructors of
New College realized the need for
a formal women’s studies program.
In 1972, the program at SJSU
formally bagan with 16 women’s
studies classes. An M.A. was offered as an option in the Social Science program. In 1973 the minor
program was developed and in
1976, 36 classes were offered in the
program, an all-time high.
In 1977, Dr. Carol P. Christ
was hired as a the first full-time
faculty member. She is a Yale
graduate and internationally noted
scholar on women. Boyd, who received her master’s degree from
SJSU, has been with the program
since it’s beginning.
Today, over 100 students are
involved in the minor program and
six students are working on their
master’s degrees, Twelve graduate students are still actively involved in the program. Only two
men have ever received master’s
degrees from SJSU in the program.
Some of the classes offered fall
under the category of general education. The classes are open to all
enrolled students. The courses are
designed to study old and new research about women and are
taught from a feminist perspective. Every semester experimental courses are offered.
This semester, Women and the
Spirit, Social Science 196 BB, is
being taught by Christ. Another
new class offered this semester is
Feminist Thought, Social Science
201 B, which is also taught by
Christ.
There are several classes
which are regularly offered in the
curriculum.
Social Science 10, Perspectives on Sex Roles, explores what
current and traditional sex roles
are. Mothers and Daughters, Social Science 114, is an interdiscipli-

nary examination of mothers’ and
daughters’ roles and relationships
using historical, social, cultural,
political and psychological points
of view.
Social Science 101, Study of
Women, is an upper division
course focusing on age, social
classes and multi-ethnicity and addressing contemporary problems

of women.
"All teachers new to the program are required to use ethnic
perspectives in their teaching,"
Boyd said.
This is in keeping with Executive Order 338 issued by the California State University chancellor’s office. The order requires
general education courses to inte-

grate women and minorities into
their studies program.
"The order does not imply that
traditional education is wrong, it is
only limited," Boyd said.
"The classes deal with the familiar in an unfamiliar way. Our

information is not the only right information, it is another way of
looking at the world," said Boyd of
the program’s effort. For example, it is not just men’s history orjust women’s history, it is human
history.
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